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Spirits held high by Mardi Gras parties
New Orleanians celebrate festival with'wicked satire' of people, events surrounding hurricane catastrophe
By Mary Foster
THE tSSOCIAIED PRESS

NEW ORLEANS — One reveler
dressed as a sandbag. Others
came as maggots. There were
costumes fashioned from blue
tarps like those used to cover
damaged roofs, and a group of
people dressed as blind men
with T-shirts that read: "Levee
Inspectors."
New Orleans' first Mardi Gras
since Hurricane Katrina evoked
wicked satire in the Big Easy
yesterday, six months after the
storm struck the Gulf Coast in
a catastrophe that ultimately

killed more than 1,300 people.
Kevin and Marie Barre of New
Orleans wore white coveralls
bearing the spray-painted "X"
that denotes a home that has
been searched for bodies.
"it's a reminder. A lot of people
who are coming down here don't
understand what we've been
through," Kevin Barre said.
Even amid the typical
debauchery — including early
morning drinking, flashes of
bare breasts and skimpy costumes in the French Quarter —
there was no escaping reminders of the storm, beginning with
the smaller-than-usual crowds

along the parade route.
Zulu, the 97-year-old Mardi
Gras club, or krewc, that lost 10
members to Katrina, paraded
amid homes that still bear dirty
brown water marks from the
floodwaters that covered 80 percent of the city.
Another krewe, Rex, King of
Carnival, paraded past a boarded-up store bearing a spraypainted warning that looters
would be shot.
"I lost everything," Andrew
Hunter, 42, said as he sat on
the steps of his ruined home
on lackson Avenue. "But what
the heck. This helps us keep our

Three groups get
big chuck of funds
Money increased for
organizations despite
drop in total budget
By Dan Myers
REPORTER

Three of the student groups
that get the most money from
the University may receive
budget increases next school
year, despite a 17 percent
drop in total money allocated
to student organizations.
Recommendations
for
the budgets of the three
groups — Undergraduate
Student
Government,
Graduate Student Senate
and University Activities
Organization—were released
Monday by Dean of Students
Wanda Overland.

spirits up, and we need all the
help we can get with that."
A club called the Krewc of
MRE covered themselves with
brown labels from the Meals
Ready to Eat that were served to
thousands who huddled in the
Superdome after the storm.
Mayor Ray Nagin, wearing a
black beret and camouflage uniform, portrayed cigar-chomping
Gen. Russell llonore, the military man who led the first big
relief convoy into the dry,
"It's been absolutely. I don't
know how to describe it, great.''
Nagin said of the party. "Katrina
did a lot of bad things. Hut it

has done something to give
New Orleanians a fresh love for
their lily."

Along an Uptown parade
route, a family who lost iheir
Lakeview home to flooding
poked fun at former FF.MA
director Michael Brown, fenny
Louis, her husband, Ross, and
their three children strolled
around in all-brown costumes,
similar to the uniforms worn
by DPS drivers. Printed on their
backs: "What Did Brown Do For
You Today?"
Despite partly sunny weather
and temperatures in the 70s, the
crowds were smaller than usual

in a city that still has less than
half its prc-storm population of
almost a half-million Finding
a prime parade-watching spot
was not hard.
"We came out about five this
morning and had no trouble getting a good spot," said Tamini
Harlan, 56, of Metairie. "We've
been coming to this spot for
about 20 years, but normally the
guys come the night before to
make sure we get it."
Traditions held. About 160
members of clarinetist Pete
Fountain's Half Fast Marching
MARDI GRAS. PAGE 8

CELEBRATING FAT TUESDAY

Last year, just over S730.000
was allocated to all student
groups, including USG, GSS
and UAO.
But this year, nearly S611,000
was allocated.
All student groups this year
were allowed to request 3 percent more money than they
received last year, though not
every group got aJLthe money
they asked for.
The
Student
Budget
Committee, which is co-chaired
by the treasurers of USG and GSS,
determine which groups get how
much money — except for USG.
GSS and UAO, whose budgets
arc determined by Overland.
The amount of money USG,
GSS and UAO combined have
BUDGET, PAGE 2

PILOTS THREATENTO STRIKE:
Delta and Northwestern airline
employees protest more proposed
pay cuts to be implemented in
addition to two existing pay cuts of
39 percent; PAGE 7

Jordan Flower BG News

MARDI GRAS: Mike Kerslake, a senior in Supply Chain Management, hangs out with friends on Fat Tuesday at Sky Bar. The annual party normally
draws a large crowd. Mardi Gras is celebrated before Lent, the time Catholics take to reflect on the crucifixion of Jesus Christ.

Hope blooms in daffodils Revamp of McDonald not simple
donated for cancer patients
By Candice tones
REPORTER

Nineteen years ago, senior
Daniel Weber's mother was
diagnosed with eye cancer, after
watching his mother go through
treatment and recovery, he knew
what a miracle survival can be.
This week, Weber shows his
support for cancer patients
like his mother by volunteering for Daffodil Days, a national
fundraiser for The American
Cancer Society.
"All I need to know is that it
benefits cancer patients, and
I'm there to help," he said.
For over 20 years, Bowling
Green State University has been
dedicating time at the beginning of spring to a Daffodil Days
fundraiser. During the fundraiser, students and volunteers
accept donations for bouquets
of fresh daffodils which they
deliver in foUowing weeks. The

donations collected go straight
to ACS.
Why daffodils? The ACS has
deemed daffodils a symbol of
hope. Some consider a patients
time in treatment similar to
winter and their recovery period
similar to spring. Daffodils are
one of the first spring flowers to
bloom after winter.
The money raised by the daffodil bouquets is used by ACS to
fund cancer research, education
and patient services. And most
of the money raised through
BGSU's drive will stay in Wood
County to help the estimated
500 cancer patients who live in
Wfaod County.
Linda Glomski, administrative assistant in the School of
Communication Studies, has
been a supporter of Daffodil
Days for years. She serves as
the link between Wood County's
ACS branch and student orga-

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

™URSMY

nizations on campus when
organizing the event. Glomski
said that the University usually generates between $10,000
and $13,000 each year during
Daffodil Days.
"Wood County IACS] would
be hurting without the money
from this institution," she said.
Several student organizations
at the University volunteer to
help with the fundraiser. This
year Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia,
Alpha Phi Omega, Graduate
Communication Association,
Interpersonal Communication
Organization, Delta l.ui Delta,
Delta Xi Phi, McDonald Hall,
the Marine Biology Association,
and Alpha Omicron Pi have
all contributed.
Briana Ambrosic, freshman, is
a volunteer of Alpha Omicron Pi
who helped by accepting donaOAFFODILS. PAGE 8

Report, officials
disagree about $13
million renovation

By Dave Herrera
REPOMER

A new report says that McDonald
Dining Hall is in dire need
of repair and reconstruction, and University officials
don't disagree.
The report, the McDonald
North Annex Feasibility Study,
offers suggestions for rebuilding
the 44-year-old cafeteria. Plans
could also include new classrooms, multipurpose rooms, and
offices for Dining Services and
Residence Life.
But the project, to cost at least
$13 million according to the
report, is already causing headaches. Questions like where
students will eat in McDonald's
absence, what kind of facility to
build, and how much more student feedback is needed are causing "severe" problems, said Gail
Finan, director of dining services.

As of now, most estimates say
construction won't be completed until at least Fall 2009. after
many of McDonald's current
residents, mostly freshman, will
have graduated.
University officials need to
find a way for McDonald and
Offenhauer students to eat
while construction takes place,
an issue far from resolution.
"It is a problem, I'm going to
tell you right up front," Finan
said, adding that Dining Services
would begin conducting focus
groups after spring break.
lohnnie Lewis, an at-large
USG senator who serves on
the University's Food Advisory
Board, said he would conduct focus groups along with
Brandon Sauls, McDonald's representative in USG.
He said he would look for
reactions to possibilities such
as relaxing FlexFunds for
McDonald and Offenhauer residents, or opening small "satellite" food stands around the
residence halls.

Such stands, which could
serve sandwiches and salads, are
a "real possibility." Finan said.
Finan said Dining Services was
also toying with creating a shuttle service to Kriesher for residents, and re-opening the Silver
River restaurant there to take
Campus Corners' place, as well
as extending hours at founders
and Commons.
"My concern is that people
complain ... about walking
from one place to another,"
Finan said.
She also confirmed that the
GT Express convenience store
would relocate to Offenhauer for
next fall.
No decision has been made
on the store's future beyond the
construction, and any convenience store that's part of a new
design could add around SI.5
million to the total cost, according to the report.
Finan said all of the center's
classified employees would be
DINING HALL, PAGE 2
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Budget increase helps organizations Company waited to
BUDGET. FROM PAGE 1

gotten compared lo all other student groups has declined from
the 2003-2004 school year to the
2005-2006 school year, according to reports found on the
(mice of Campus Involvement's
Web site and documents
obtained from USG President
Aaron Shumaker.
The three groups took up
nearly 40 percent of the monies
allocated by Overland and the
SBC in fiscal year 2003.
I li.it number shrunk to less
than 28 percent of fiscal year
2005s budget.
But if the 2006-2007 budgets

remainunchanged by the Board
of Trustees, which has the final
say on all the University's monies, the three organizations
will get over 34 percent of total
monies allocated.
Myron Evans, treasurer
for UAO, said he's proud of
the money his group has
been allocated.
"It's a nice increase," Evans
said, "It will hopefully help
us bring a bigger show for
the fall."
UAOspendsmostofitsbudget
on concerts and comedy acts,
particularly at Homecoming,
which takes place during
fall semester.

"We're focused on bringing
acts and events that the BGSU
community wants to see," he
said. "One thing we try to do is
we try to collaborate with other
organizations, which helps with
the diversity."
UAO has collaborated with
Children's Miracle Network on
Dance Marathon, with the Latino
Student Union for Latinopalooza
and with Asian Community
United to bring comedian Elliott
Chang to campus.
Evans said his group requested $ 158,000 for next year, though
Overland allocated $160,000 to
the group.
"It puts a lot of pressure on

us because we have such a big
budget," Evans said.
GSSTreasurerNickyDamania
said his group's letter was delivered to GSS's president, Zach
Hilpert.
Hilpert could not be reached
in time for publication to comment on his group's $22,306
budget allocation.
USG's treasurer, Kristen
Kulbis. missed Monday night's
USG meeting due to sickness
and could not report her group's
$26,935 allocation to them.
No one brought up the budget
allocation at that meeting in her
place and Kulbis was still absent
from her office yesterday.

STUDENT ORGANIZATION ALLOCATION FROM THE UNIVERSITY FOR FOUR LATEST FISCAL YEARS
These pie charts show the ratio of money allotted to USG. GSS and UAO combined, to money allotted to all other student groups.
Percentages for USG, GSS and UAO combined are shown in boM.
Percentages for all other student organizations are shown in plain text.

2003-2004

2004-2005

tell state about theft

COLUMBUS (AP)— A company that manages state employees' prescription drug benefits
waited six weeks to tell the state
about the theft of a computer
containing Social Security numbers and odier personal data for
thousands of workers.
The delay by Medco I Iealth
Solutions was unacceptable,
said Ben Piscitelli, spokesman
for the Ohio Department of
Administrative Services.
"Time is of the essence when
dealing with something like
this," Piscitelli said. "We should
have known as soon as possible
so employees could take steps
to protect themselves against
identity theft."
The laptop was stolen Dec, 28
from a Medco employee doing

a routine audit of prescription
drug transactions while out of
the office, said Soraya Balzac, a
spokeswoman for the Franklin
Lakes, NJ.-based company.
Medco, which the state pays
$2 million a year to manage
prescription drug coverage, did
not notify Ohio officials until
Feb. 8 because the company
needed to conduct its own
investigation, along with local
law-enforcement agencies in
New Jersey. Balzac said yesterday. It also needed time to
determine what information
was on the computer, which
was
password-protected,
she said.
The laptop contained Social
Security numbers for 4,599 state
workers or their dependents,

2006-2007

2005-2006

Plan for old McDonald
DINING HALL, FROM PAGE 1
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Source: Office ot Campus Involvement, Wanda Overland

Business from beer pong
Student combines hobby and work with designer tables
By Katie Russell
g-wtli

MUNCIE, Ind. — Typically,
drinking games slow reacUon
time and decrease the ability to
operate heavy machinery. For
Man VanlX'Walle, a junior at Ball
State University, these games
have boosted productivity. Aside
from attending classes and doing
homework, he has another activity he enjoys. This activity has
begun to consume his time and
energy and is using his building skills to create an essential
accessory to his favorite game.
VanDeWalle designs and builds
beer-pong tables.
He was given the idea when a
couple of his friends asked him
to help widi a design they wanted
to put on a table. After spending
a few hours on the details of the
design, his friends were amazed
by the product, and so his new
hobby began.
After reviewing and deciding on what he could do with
all the talent he had for creating
table designs he thought to himself, why not put this to use and
sell beer-pong tables specially
designed for everyone?

"I enjoy taking my ideas along with other
people's ideas, and putting them together
on a table to make the design that my
client likes, I like to think of my motto as
'PimpMy Tables.'"
MATT VANOEWALLE, JUNIOR

It was after helping design
the table for his friends that
\,IIil vu.illr began his business.
Several friends from different
schools began generating buzz
when they spread the word about
his talent for replicating details
and designs of any sport to put
on a table
After thinking about what he
could call his product and what
type of design it would have,
VanDeWille created a V\feb site to
address more clients. He designed
his @eb site with pictures of his
friends playing beer pong on the
tables he had designed.
1 le is so involved with his tables
and designs that he is constantly
on the lookout for potential customers.
"I carry around my camera
phone with pictures of my recently

designed tables," VanDeWUlesaid.
"When someone exclaims about
how cool the party's table looks,
I take out my phone, and skurt
through the rest of my pictures,
hoping maybe they too would be
interested in buying a table."
To expand his production of
beer pong tables, VanDeWalle
offers a wide variety of styles.
"I enjoy taking my ideas along
with other people's ideas, and
putting them together on a table
to make a design that my client
likes," VanDeWalle said "I like to
think of my motto as 'Pimp My
Tables.' It's all about the customers
- what they want how they want
it, and where they want it The sky
is certainly the limit"
He says his best designs have
been the Indianapolis Colts and
Indiana University basketball

tables. He also makes other football or basketball courts and adds
fraternity or sorority signs on the
table instead of team logos.
VanDeWalle thinks his production of tables will increase once
more people learn more about the
tables. But no matter what he is
proud of what he has started and
continues to build these tables for
his own fun.
VanDeWalle said that because
creating tables has become so
important and enjoyable to
him, he spends a lot of his time
and energy on making sure
that every detail on the table is
completely accurate.
"Sometimes depending on the
design of a table, I will spend eight
or nine hours measuring the decor
to put on the table," VanDeWalle
said. "lust because I want it
just right"
VanDeWalle hopes the experience will help better himself for his
future in business He is happy that
he has a small business running,
and hopes when he steps out into
the business world everything he
has learned about customer satisfaction, production and reaching
deadlines will pay off.

retained, as well as many of their
100-plus student workers.
"We will continue to hire
during the academic year,"
she said.
The report was produced
by the Collaborative Inc., a
Toledo-based architectural
firm, along with the University
and
Porter
Consulting
Worldwide, a food service
company. It placed much of the
blame on the building's age for
necessitating construction.
The report said that some of
the building's electrical, heating and other equipment have
not been replaced sincethehall
was built, and are "inefficient"
and "mechanically beyond |a|
useful life."
In addition, the report said
"emergency and egress lighting," as well as Are alarm
systems, do not comply with
current Ohio building codes,
although this appears to not
be illegal.
Finan was not aware of any
problems with the emergency
system, but said it was surprising that much of (he equipment still functioned at a
"workhorse" level.
"The building's old; it needs
to be repaired!" she said.
The report also held "minor
surprises," Finan said, like suggesting an "anytime dining"
option, which caught Dining
Services a bit off-guard.
"We just don't think we're
ready for it, and we hadn't done
enough discussions |with students and faculty!," she said.
While the emergency systems do not match with
codes as they stand now,
the University is not breaking the law, said Bob Waddle,
assistant vice president for
capital planning
The Ohio building codes say
equipment must comply only

with the codes that existed
duringinstallation, unless they
provide a "serious hazard." So
even if codes change and render facilities out-of-date, owners are not usually liable until
they repair or rebuild the facility or the equipment.
David Hughes, a professor
of architecture at Kent State
University, said BGSU was
"probably not initiating any
actions that would be illegal." by keeping the current
alarm system.
"You can exist somewhere
in the middle for a while,"
Hughes said. "But when your
system is deteriorating to the
point where nothing's working
... you've got to do something."
Neither the report nor interviews offered details on how
the fire alarm system differs
from current codes.
But the report itself may be
concerning as well.
Two sections were omitted,
and at least two other pages
were missing from the report
when it was made available
on the University's Web site
last week.
Waddle said the missing sections dealt with
ideas the University and the
Collaborative had discussed
for the new facility.
The study is online to help
architecture firms that may
want to bid on the contract,
Waddle said.
"What we don't want to do
is to give outside firms ... particular ideas about design," he
said, "that's what (the firmsl
are there for."
Neither Waddle nor Finan
was able to account for the two
missing pages, one of which
would have fallen in a summary section, and the other in
"Budget Analysis."
Representatives from the
Collaborative could not be
reached for comment.

intjirop taace

College Doesn't Get
Any Better Than This!

400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday 10:00-2:00
www. wi nth ropterrace.com

it*

(419)352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

THE ENCLAVE
I & II APARTMENTS

Winthrop
Has What?!?

Washer and Dryer in Every Apartment Home
2 Resort Style Pools and 3 Hot Tubs
<
24-Hour Computer Lab
<
HUGE 24-Hour Fitness Center
Basketball and Sand Volleyball Courts
Free Internet in Every Bedroom
3 Free Ultra Bulb Tanning Domes
Private Shuttle To and From Campus
AND IT IS ALL INCLUDED!

Gas Included (heat, hotwater, cooking)
High Speed Internet Included
Free Shuttle service to & from campus
2 swimming pools.

U9-353-5IOO
www.ColiegeParkWeb.com

706NapoleanRd.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(Formerly Sterling Enclave)

3 Laundromats
1 and 2 bedroom Apartments
Plenty of Resident & Visitor parking

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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INFO SESSIONS PREP USG CANDIDATES
Students interested in becoming more involved in
Undergraduate Student Government for next year need
to attend one of the information sessions on Thursday at
7:30 p.m. in 318 Union, or on March 13 at 7:30 p.m. in 318
Union. Students can run for president, vice president or a
variety of senator positions.

CAMPUS

Less TV time for DM 2006

BG24 News will not
cover the event live on
TV, Web this year
By Addie Curlis
RtPOSIER

After years of providing live
television coverage for Dance
Marathon, a student news
group has decided not to cover
the 32-hour event.
Recently an e-mail was sent
to the Dance Marathon office
announcing that the BG24
News staff will not he providing
live coverage this year.
This was a decision made
by the BC24 executive board
due to several concerns including staffing, amount of planning, time available, and
scheduling issues with classes
and projects.

"\Ve feel that revering Dance
Marathon is not in the best interest
for BG24 News this year," said Erika
Smith, head of BG24.
This decision was finalized last Wednesday after the
executive board sat down and
weighed the pros and cons of the
32-hour coverage.
Although BG24 will not provide full coverage, they are excited to still be involved with Dance
Marathon because it's something
they have done for several years.
BG24 is working on a smaller
production, possibly filming
behind the scenes of setup and/
or (caring down.
"Vast production will lx' the biggest role in this smaller project,"
Smith said. "It can be spread out
throughout the rest of the semester, as opposed to covering the
event live in just those 32* hours."

"We feel that
covering Dance
Marathon is not in
the best interest for
BG24 News

this year."
ERIKA SMITH, HEAD OF BG24 NEWS
1 Mails of this project have not
been finalized, hut both groups
are looking forward to it.
Kate Freedman of die office of
Dance Marathon is excited to see
the finished product.
"We understand the amount
of time it takes to put on this
sort of production each year and
sometimes it just isn't possible,"
Freedman said.
Freedman added that Dance
Marathon is considering using

getalifp
^^■■■^^

http://eTCnts.bgsu.edu/

a Web cam during the event
to offer some live coverage on
the Internet.
While Smith said that the
BG24 stall is disappointed, exec
board feels that this i-. the best
option in order to make their
newscast belter quality.
Many members work internally With Dance Marathon
and it's hard to be part of both
because they require a lot of
time and dedication.
So intern ally, many members are
helping out "ill) this great cause.
"I he smaller project will benefit Dance Marathon in a new
and different way but Mill relate
to our field of study/interest,"
said lay Schell, who is technical
director for HG21.
Schell added that so far he
hasn't hear any complaints from
either group.

10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Apollo Night Ticket Sales
Sponsored by Gospel Choir
Union Lobby
11 a.m. -2 p.m.
Ticket Sales for Spring Breakaway 06
Sponsored by Student Union

Programming
Union Lobby

8 p.m.
Symphonic Band
Free and open to the public.
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center

Noon -1 p.m.
Brown Bag Lunch
Arab Women Journalists:
A history in recognition of
International Women's Day
107 Hanna Hall
Noon - 4 p.m.
Daffodil Days Pre-Sale
Sponsored by Alpha Omicron Pi
Union Lobby

8-11 p.m.
Beach Breakaway
Beach games, tree tood. prizes
like $500 travel voucher to AAA
Admission $7 at door.
Union Pub

Are you interested in running for student
government?

UGA administrators agree
that Georgia's open records

By David Cohen
U HIRE

GAINESVILLE, I la. — Public
records laws may add to the
University of Florida's spam
woes, but the University's
dilemma isn't unique.
State and federal laws require
an) public university In I lorida
in release its students' contact
information, which can include

e-mail addresses, if requested
AbOUl B0 percent of e-mail
received at HI is spam, thai
overwhelming majority is on
par with other major universities.

At the University of Georgia,
about 75 percent of e-mail
received is seen as unwanted, which spam Mockers try
to delete.

law ma) contribute to the
spam count.
UGA Open Records Managei
Dob i ,i\ I, >i said the University
gives "in student and facult)
information on a compact
disi
purchasable h\ anyone
for $100,
Ufi on the oilier hand, tdls
anyone who w.mts ;i comprehensive list to go to its
online directory.
Federal law says universit)
students can make their "directory Information'' — Including
name, plume number, address
and e-mail address - private,
lav lor said in sometimes
disagrees with the an essiblllty
oi student Information.

THE BLOTTER
Friday. Fth 24
At 12:30 am fnday. Dam
WaHw of Shaker Heights. Ohio
was

cited

tor

possession

of maniuana
Police responded to a tire alarm
at McDonald East al 8 09 p.m A
ha* straightens was the possible
cause, and building the building
was evacuated. No fire

10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Fund Drive sponsored by WBGUFM 88.1 The station will be selling T-shirts and sweatshirts.
Union Lobby

Got spam? Make your
school records private

Saturday. Feb 25
Emergency

maintenance

Vickie Bateson of Facilities ! ted a male subject unnating on
reported she found a gutted com- : a vehicle parked in Lot 7. Male left
puter m Anderson al 10 23 a m I area on loot before police could
slop him
Saturday

underage under Ihe influence
Fire crews helped free one person

stuck in the elevator at Oflenhauer
Brian Smaltey reported that an
At 7:26 pm. lire crews respond- !
ed to an alarm in Harshman Alarm ' elevator was stuck en the third floor '. V*statSI4pm
was canceled, and cause was hail I in Ashley Hall al U 37 am Sunday '.
Monday. Feb 27
care products crews said
Three Findlay residents were '
At 8 59 pm. a report ol the ! c«ed for underage under the influ-

Al 828 pm damage to a car

smell of maniuana on the fourth

ence ol alcohol Beniamin Streaker.

outside Rodgets was reported

floor at 451 East Fraree Ave One

Nicholas Beiger. and Ross Wxden

Elizabeth Gruber ol Strongsville

unidentified student was retened
to student discipline

were cited in Compton at 12:53

reported damage to her vehicle
after the driver caught the bum

requested to Founders for a

leremy Kataliay ol Swanton

am. Sunday
Al 1.04 am Sunday Shawn

non-working elevator at 12:27

was cited for peeling his tires at
11:32pm Saturday

Madin ol Painesville. Oho was cited
tor driving under Ihe influence of

a m Saturday.
Suspicious person seen initiat-

Al 337 am Sunday. Satvatore
Delli ol Solon. Ohio was cited lor

per on a cement block when
backing out
The Blotter is compiled trom

alcohol at Thurstin and East Wxster
Sunday. Feb 26
At 1201 a.m. cameras spot-

ing by Eppler at 3:28 a m. Person
was dnven to local hotel

Martin was also cited for possessed
ol drug paraphernalia

information provided
Urmemty police

by

trie

The phrase "resume enhancement" is printed here without an
accent. If you find that fact annoying, we want you.
Come copy edit, thenews@bgnews.com

TURR"-Fect

The Undergraduate Student Government has positions available for
the 2006-2007 school year.

...

for Pets!

• 114 S. MAIN: One bedroom unturnlshfd apt. above a downtown
business Tenant pay* electric Laundry in building.
U'.Cr'GBASU*

* , WtMtHIM

Information sessions available on the following dates:

• Thursday, March 2, 2006, 7:30 PM, Union 318
• Monday, March 13, 2006, 5:30 PM, Union 318
Only two sessions left!

Be sure to attend one of the Informational
Sessions Listed Above
Elections will take place on
April 10, 2006 and April 11, 2006
Questions Contact: AliceC@Bgsu.edu.

• 107 CLAY ST: Lar^e one bedroom unfurnished apartment, above business.
FREE ELECTRIC. WATER AND SEWER. Tenant pays $30 per month (or unlimited gat usage.
• 212 LIBERTY: Cute one bedroom duplex, quiet neighborhood. Nice lite yard and fronl porch
• 233 W. MERRY ST: Large four bedroom house, close to city park.
ZONED FOR FIVE UNRELATED PEOPLE.
"'J151MM) Pel Deposit. Check our other rentals (or pet Irieudly homes.""

= NEWIWE

\ i-.il (lurOnK Office: N<-wl<ivr Manau.enitMll
332 South Main SI BG. OH 43402 • (419)382-11620
\ i-.ii Our Wi-hsiu-ai: www.NevrloveRental8.coni

Rentals

ALMOST GONE FOR FALL 2006
Campbell Hill Townhouses - ONLY (1) three bedroom left!!
334 North Main Street - ONLY (2) three bedrooms left!!
Field Manor Apartments - ONLY (1) two bedroom left!!
522 East Merry Street - ONLY (1) two bedroom left!!
501 Pike Street - ONLY (1) two bedroom left!!
425 East Court - ONLY (1) two bedroom left!!

ALSO FILLING UP FAST...
Campbell Hill Apartments - two bedrooms townhouses
Ridge Manor Apartments - two bedroom townhouses
Frazee Avenue Apartments - two bedroom apartments

TDDAT
Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat9dm-1pm

GREENBRIAR, INC.
(419) 352-IJ717
Check out our website www.greenbriarrenals.com

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH
43402

-
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QUOTEUNQUOTE

OPINION

"I sting those who rattle me. Don't mess
with me Condoleezza."
Hugo diner. Venezuelan President lashing out at the US. Secretary of State.

STAI'KKDITORIAI.IOIIIOI'MVKMSITV

Legislator protests adoption ban
Ohio State Sen. Robert V. I lagan,
D-Youngslowii, has requested
snp|X>rt from the Ohio Senate
to enact legislation that would
han Republicans from adopting
children in Ohio.
Clearly, 1 lagan's request is
ludicrous, unthinkable, unconstitutional and morally wrong.
And that was the point.
I lagan's request is in response
to the proposed legislation that
sought to ban homosexual,
bisexual or transgender Ohioans
from adopting children.

YOU DECIDE
Do you think Hagan's tactics are
outrageous or justified? Send an
e-mail to thenews@bgnews.com
and tell us what you think, or
post fee-back on our Web site.

With his outrageous proposal,
I lagan has created possibly the
best, most articulate protest
to this bill. By employing such
a satirical response, Hagan

illustrates that denying any
group equal rights because of
one characteristic should be
unthinkable and violates an
individual's rights.
Denying Republicans the
right to adopt follows the
same irrationality as denying homosexuals the right to
adopt — both ideas lack credible reason and merely reflect
cultural animosity.
With the thousands of children in foster care and needing
to be placed in nurturing homes,

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
South Dakota
takes away
right to choose
South Dakota has just passed
through their legislation a ban
on abortion.
Having an abortion in SD will
now be a criminal act. In South
Dakota, a woman may no longer have control over her own
body, her uterus will no longer
be her own.
I urge all women and men
to unite and write to your local
politicians, newspapers, and
anyone else who will listen that
you will not allow women to lose
the rights to their own bodies.
Kvcry child, a wanted child.
No back alley abortions,
ever again.
MICHAEL LECKER
GRADUATE STUDENT

michaelleckcr<'«'hotmail.com

"whatever it takes to win" attack
politics that has so corrupted our
political system.
For example, he masterminded television ads linking honorable Democratic senators with
Osama Bin Laden in campaign
commercials, insinuating that
if you have political differences
with this adi 11111 isi rat ion you are
equivalent to a terrorist.
And let's face it, he may be a
mastermind of winning elections but his team has done a
terrible job running the country,
leading us down a disastrous
route of financial insolvency
and chaos in foreign affairs. I
hope my friends among local
Republicans send a message to
Karl Rove and his brand of gutter
politics and stay home when he
comes to Bowling Green.
Your party is in a mess in Ohio
and the nation. You do not need
people like Karl Rove calling the
shots. Send a message to your
party: stay home when Karl
Rove comes to town.

Dismiss Rove's
mzickan®bgsu.edu
Republican
ranting
Honors fee
1 have a lot of friends among
requirements
local Republicans and although
I differ on political philosophy. I
inaccurate
generally think they are honest,
MIKE ZICKAR
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

decent people.
And so I have no idea why
in the world local Republicans
would want to associate themselves with "Bush's Brain" and
key political strategist for the
president. Karl Rove.
This guy is responsible for
much of the worst politics in the
last five years. This guy is the
epitome of the philosophy of

As president of an organization
closely affiliated with the I lonors
Program, I was aghast to read
such flawed information as was
contained in the staff editorial,
published by the BG News on
Feb. 28.
In the article concerning
Honors Program requirements
and fees, only half of the infor-

mation was presented, and any
correct information was presented out of context.
The author of the editorial
seemed unable to differentiate
between the Honors Program
and the I lonors Living Learning
Community. Though they are
intertwined, they are two separate entities and should be represented as such.
There is no cost to be an
Honors student, and classes, the
I lonors Space academic advising
and priority registration are free
benefits to all I lonors students.
The living learning fee is a requirement only to those who choose
to live in I lonors housing. This
SI50 fee is not sunk into general
expenses, but is channeled directly back to the students in the form
of overnight trips, day nips and
cultural activities meant to enrich
and challenge the student.
Scholarships for the $150 are
available to returning Program
members this year only, not
to lure members away from
Kreischer-Darrow, but rather
in an effort to keep the requirements for current Honors
members unchanged.
The reasoning is that current
students were not able to factor
this fee into their decision to live
in the living-learning community. Any new students to the
program will be able to factor
this additional cost into their
housing decisions.
Anyone with questions is
free to contact me at the e-mail
below, although the Honors
Program lhonors@bgsu.edu)
will be better able to provide an
accurate response.

it is irresponsible for state
legislators to prohibit a large
sector of qualified applicants
simply because of their sexual
orientation, In doing so, legislators would inevitably disqualify
many potential loving parents
from adopting children who
have no one else.
The stigma against same-sex
couples is influenced by pseudoscicntific claims that homosexual individuals are unfit parents and are somehow biologically inferior to heterosexuals.

Do you think the state
should decide who can
adopt kids?

RONALD EZEALAH
FRESHMAN, FINANCE

"Yes, absolutely."

KATHERINE
GAUTHIER
JUNIOR, BIOLOGY

"Yes, to make sure
children go to
safe homes."

BRYAN SCHMANSKE
FRESHMAN, BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES

"Yeah, because some
families aren't fit to
have children."

JESSICA POTTER
FRESHMAN, MARKETING

"I think so because the
kids need to have a
safe environment."

BGNEWS
BOB M0SER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews£>bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com

LAREN WEBER MANAGING EDITOR
BRIDGET THARP CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
HOaYABRAMS CITY NEWS EDITOR
ANDREA SLIVKA FEATURES EDITOR
MATT CLARK N FOCUS EDITOR
JESS WAGNER FUSE EDITOR
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AMY DEHRING ONLINE EDITOR
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Hagan's satirical proposal
might elicit criticism from
his opponents based on
the nature of the idea, but
I lagan has done all Ohioans
a good service.
His proposal is just the proactive measure needed to force
legislators pushing religiously
motivated beliefs to recognize
the fault in their ideals, and
that they themselves could be
subject to the same unwarranted revocation of civil rights
given different circumstances.

PEOPLE When the majority
Off THE STREET voice isn't upheld

ANNAGLETT
PRESIDENT OF HONORS STUDENT
ASSOCIATION

agletr@bgsu.edu

But such studies offer no
verifiable evidence to prove
their claims and instead
merely attempt to advance
a biased agenda.
Luckily, not all Ohio legislators back the legislation. Prior to
Hagan's proposal, Ohio House
Speaker Ion Husted, R-Kettering,
said "...we have a lot of children
in need who need homes, and
until all of them are adopted, I'm
not going to restrict any loving
family's opportunity to adopt
and to care for those children."

The men who built our
country seemed to think
DANIELLE
the idea of the "majorWINTERS
ity" was fairly significant, and
Opinion Columnist
formed their fledgling democracy around the notion that the
"majority rules."
This and other similar incidents
Since then, the idea of "the
set a dangerous precedent for
majority" has ruled almost every our country.
aspect of society, from governWhat ever happened to needments to the water cooler.
ing a majority to get something
We use the idea of majoridone? If you thought something
ties and minorities to judge
was being done wrong, go get
whether our president or the
some petitions filled out! Get the
government ate performing to
testimonies of others who think
a certain standard, and whethlike you! All this time so much
er they are working together
work was being put into inciting
to make policies that make our
change, when all we really had
country better.
to do was be offended.
There is an ongoing argument
Good news! You don't like
in our country in regard to supsomething? It doesn't take
port of our troops and the war:
much work to get it fixed...
Do people who don't support
if you tell someone you're
the war mean they also don't
offended, they'll be so afraid of
support the troops?
the repercussions (what are the
From my uber-patriotic
repercussions, anyway?) that
perch, I might say yes. Looking
they'll quickly give in.
at the situation from the other
This Christmas, my neighborside, 1 can see that even though
hood association was asked if
someone doesn't support the
a wreath could be put at the
war, there might still be a way
entrance to my subdivision, in
of supporting the troops that
previous years the entrances
are overseas.
had always been decorated with
But there is a difference
wreaths. This year, they were
between being against a war
noticeably absent. A call to the
and still supporting the troops,
management of the subdivision
and just being anti-military.
was placed to inquire about putCase in point a family memting wreaths on the entrances.
ber experienced this incident:
The management responded
At an airport, the Transportation by saying that it would be posSecurity Administration created
sible if the wreaths were bought
signs honoring our troops. A
and paid for privately by people
traveler, upon passing through,
living in the subdivision.
decided she was offended by
The condition being that if
the memorial to the fallen
someone called the managetroops because she didn't agree
ment of the subdivision who
with what our troops are doing.
was offended by the wreaths,
Therefore, the traveler comthe wreaths would have to
plained to the airport, and the
be removed immediately.
airport ordered TSA to remove
Thousands of people live in this
the memorial.
neighborhood, and one person
This is a story that appalls
can dictate to the rest of the peome on several levels. Since
ple living there, just by objecting.
when does the opinion of one
Why is it that now we're
person have this kind of influstarting to lie down and allow
ence? Are we this afraid to
ourselves to be run over by the
stand up for what we believe
small percentage of people
in, even if it means someone
who become "offended" by the
might be "offended"?
smallest of issues? In reality,
What does it mean to be
"being offended" is being used as
offended, anyway?
a weapon by the people in the
Maybe I think I am offended
minority who are upset because
by people who wear blue jeans. their opinion is not the one in
Maybe I have the right to call
the majority.
every blue jeans manufacturer
If you ever feel tempted to
and tell them their product
give in to someone who objects
offends me; but should I
to your beliefs, remember, we
expect them to discontinue
didn't get this far by conceding.
their product?
If you're one of the people
F.verything offends someone.
who is always "offended,
It is a safe bet that not every"toughen up, and think of a
one who passes through that
better argument.
security checkpoint approves of
the war. But a majority of them
Send comments to Danielle at
probably support our troops.
dwinlm@bgai.edu.

The BG News Submission Policy
UTTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
I'niuTsili's campus or the Howling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the IJruwrsitys campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES

Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and pnone number
should be included for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an atuh
"lent to thenews@bgnews^»m
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor" or "Guest ColumnTOnly
e-mailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and darity
before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the views of The BG News.
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Legislators aim to exclude New legislation makes
parents based on sexuality kids'well-being a priority
AT ISSUE: Homophobic legislation is hurting kids in need of sale homes.
AMANDA
■J HOOVER
^^B^P^ Asst-Opinion Editor
Ohio has bad news for the
thousands of children in
the fosier care system:
state legislators are trying to
eliminate perfectly good adoptive homes.
A new bill would ban all gay.
bisexual and transgender people from adopting or even acting as foster parents. Aside from
being blatantly discriminatory,
the bill is also hurting children.
According to the National
Center for Adoption Law and
Policy there are nearly 20,000
kids in the Ohio foster care system and another 3,000 on adoption waiting lists.
It sounds like Ohio could use
all the qualified foster parents
they can get.
Legislators are taking another
crack at homosexuals in an
attempt to strip them off all
their rights.
The war on gays and lesbians has been waged mostly by
conservative Christian groups.
Rev. Russell Johnson, the chairman of one such group called
the Ohio Restoration Project,
said in his interview with USA
Today, "these people cannot
reproduce.... Experimenting
on children through gay adoption is a problem."
First, to correct one mistake
Johnson made; homosexuals
are more than able to reproduce, just not with their selected partners. By his twisted logic,
women or men who are sterile
should not be able to adopt.
THUS FM*

though infertility is a common
reason cited for adoption.
Furthermore, children who
are placed in nontraditional
homes are not being "experimented" on. They are being
loved. They are being cared fol
and nurtured In a world that
has been cruel to them
Lawmakers need to keep
in mind when the) saj thai a
child can only be cared for h\ a
mother and father or by a heterosexual person who is singlethat most children in the fosta
care system were raised in "traditional" families.
i amities where there was
a mother and a lather, and
the children were abused, or
unwanted or molested, are
removed by Child Services,
That's not tosa\ that all fami
lies are like that. Bad people are
not the result ofbeing straight
or gay, the; are anomalies
Some Republicans have
come out to say they "ill DOI
support the adoption ban.
In an article in USA I'odav.
John Hosted (R). the Ohio
House Speaker, said he SUDported the marriage ban, but
not the adoption ban. He has
not intention of discussing
the issue.
rhere is little reasonable
evidence against the hill.
Some cite higher disease risks.
shorter life spans, and ,m
"unstable" numbers of part
ners, but none can provide
sources lor these accusations.
The truth is, there arc sonic
homosexuals who an1 II nl ii to
be parents. There arc also sonic
heterosexuals equally as unfit
This country is engaged in
a war for civil liberties With

ii of our 50 states having
or considering some son of
homophobic law, whether thej
are marriage bans or adoption
bans, ii is nine for national
lawmakers to step in and say
"enough is enough."
rhe state of Florida has had
its adoption ban since I!I77 and

there is little hope im this year,
i hese laws are not just snip
ping the rights from homosexu
aK. they are hurting children
whoi .iiinot afford to be hurt
anymore
: here is noprool showing
that a child raised by a same
sex couple cannot bejusi as
healthy,iiul happj as am other.
There arc those who stale
thai children raised bj
homosexuals are more likely
to become homosexuals
themselvi s
lo those people I gay,
"shameon von." First ol all,
thai hclicl supports nothing
because it should not bei on
sidered a problem,
Newsflash - I heard children raised hy heterosexuals
are more II kely to beet ime heterosexuals themselves
should I propose a ban
so that none oi these children
have to live with being heterosexual?
I hat is the son ol "logic" this
ban is based on, I urge you,
Mi Iteyout law makers, ask (hem
what they are thinking,
Do it tor the thousands ol
children who could be denied
homes and left to rot in the tangles ol the state system because
of homophobic bureaucrats,
Send comments to Amanda at
hoovama9bgsu.edu.

AT ISSUE: State sets aside political correctness for youngest constituents.
If the intended outcome is
impossible, the act is unnatural.
An infertile person engag-$» t^r Opinion Columnist
Co
ing in heterosexual sex is normal because the abnormality
Currently, Ohio is one
(infertility! is what makes the
intended outcome impossible,
of nine states to allow
adopt Ion by gay couples. not the nature of the act itself.
Even if one could successI eglslatJon recently introduced into the Ohio State
fully argue that homosexuality is natural, arguing that
I louse looks to change that.
I louse Bill 515 seeks to prohib- homosexual parenting is natit an adoptive or foster child
ural is an exercise in futility
from being placed with homo- for the previously mentioned
sexual, bisexual ortransgenreasons, simply being that it
can't occur naturally.
der persons,
Of course what is or is not
It is good to see that some
legislators are brushing
natural is of little concern
political correctness aside and to the gay activists pushing
their agenda. It is a common
thinking of the children.
Quite frankly, I've never
misconception that no studies
have ever been done on the
understood why gays are so
effects of children raised by
keen on adoption, it seems to
gay parents.
me that child rearing would
The fact is that several of
beoneol the things you
these studies have been done.
decide to give up when you
The most commonly
commit yourself toa lifestyle
cited, studies that reach the
biologically opposed to any
politically correct conclupossibility of reproduction.
\i cording to the Bible,
sion that children raised in
homosexual homes show no
homosexuality is a suv
distinct differences from chilBut according to the Bible,
dren raised by heterosexuals,
almost everything's a sin, so
have been found to be flawed
let's ignore the Bible, Torah,
in several respects, includKoran, Silmarillion or whating inadequate sample sizes,
ever holy hook you happen to
unrepresentative non-random
adhere to.
sampling, unclear hypotheses
i \cn Ifyou take the heUfire
and the relatively young ages
and brimstone out of homosexuals it's hard to make the
argument that it's natural.
sex i hough enjoyable as
a recreational activity, is
intended for reproduction.
There are two sexes, male
and female, and both are
required for this intended
outcome.

iE.m\ ERIK
LVM) CRIBLEY

& 'ad comments to irik at
ecribleQbgsuedu.
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of the children involved.
Other studies suggesting that
children raised with gay parents
are more likely to suffer issues
with gender confusion and are
more likely to engage in sexual
experimental ion and homo
sexual behavior as well as studies citing the Importance of the
gender differences of a mother
and father in child rearing are
for the most |>art ignored.
Ad m it led ly none of I hese
studies focus on gay adoption,
only children raised by gay
biological parents, and unfortunately most of the information
available on this subject is either
provided by gay activists or
religious groups, both of which
haw I heir own obvious agendas.
No inatter what your view on
homosexuality! think everyone
can agree that the child is what
matters.
A child's life is far too important to he put on the line in a
social experiment.
Considering thai most of
what is known about gay parenting is based on inconclusive,
conflicting, evidence from
obviously biased sources, 1 sec
no reason why we should work
against the natural family unit
that has existed and worked for
thousands of years.
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Properties Co.
M

Get Ready for
Summer Now!!

$5Q00

OFF ANY LASER HAIR or
VEIN REMOVAL PACKAGE

Houses That Fuel Like Homes

www pr9f9rrtdprop9rti9tCO.COm

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Fox Run Aprs.
• Piedmont

• Mini Mall Apis.
• Triplex

• Updated Birchwood
• Houses
small pots allowed
See our website or
coll for more details

Him.rit|ive CHERRYWOOD

CDE C HEALTH SPA

P • Iniooi Heoied fool

MEMBERSHIP • M«« tauipmem
privilege la •Souo
OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8 12 4 1 i 30
530SMopleSl 419-332-937S

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
EXTRA AMENITIES

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533
or visit villagegreen-tag.com
480 Lehman Avenue
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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THIS WEEK'S
BAD JOKE:
Q: What's big, red, and
eats rocks?
A: A big red rock eater.

You could tell yourself that
it's news, but it's just not.

Written and Illustrated By led Davis, ladamebgsu edu

Flu treatments partly successful
I've been sick, you've been
sick, it's really the new
thing at BG. Sick is the new
healthy. I always wondered
what it would have been like to
live In 13th century Europe during the Black Death, and now
I know. I'm sure you got that email on h'riday from the health
center about influenza.
If you didn't read it. it basically
said, "I ley there's influenza (aka
the flu) but no worries, because
the health center has medicine
that will fight it as long as you get
it within 48 hours of symptoms.
Oh, and by the way, we'll be
closed Saturday and Sunday."
And let's be honest widi
ourselves anyway: If you need
medical attention, the University
I lealtli (inter is probably the
last place you want to go. Going
there for a cure would be like
going to a church for a lap dance.
You: "Yeah, I think I've got a
bug. I'm running a fever 1 have
a sore throat, a bad cough, and a
runny nose."
Health Center "You have
chlamydia."
You: "No, I don't think that's
what it..."
Health Center: "lime of death
eight fort..."
You: "But I'm talking to you
right now."
I lealth (inter: "Fine, fine, just
take two of these and call me in
the morning."
You: "But these arc condoms."

Management Inc.
Now Renting for
2006/2007
Call 353 5800
Visit Online
vrvrw.meccabg.com

JOSH
BENNER
Humor Columnist

your body. I had a unique case
because I got really red from
it — it was like\feruca Salt from
"Willy Wonka and the Chocolate
Factory" but red instead of blue.
The doctor is checking me out,
and there are certain things mat
you never want to hear an M.D.
say. Right near the top of the list
is, "Oh wow... I 've never seen
anything like this before."
I swear this is a true story:
The man then brings in like five
medical students to look at me.
If there had been cell phones
with cameras in 1989, he probably would have gotten a picture. They're checking out my
freak case of scarlet fever and
he says, "You learn something
new everyday."

Wjjrhat'chaX
drink to swing J
Going bomeT\

Health (inter "lust call in the
morning... oh wait, tomorrow's
Saturday, don't call."
Now I can only speak for
myself but I know when 1 get
sick, I like to go to the cafeteria
at UT and breathe on the food in
their salad liar.
It doesn't make me feel better, but knowing you're spreading your germs like smallpox
infected blankets will at least put
a smile on your face.
Maybe next we should send
Freddie and Frieda Falcon up
there to spread the bird flu.
The bird flu is the one they
E-mail Josh comments at
Whiten and Illustrated By led Davis, jadam@bgsu edu
jbenner@bgsu.edu. Or else.
always talk about on the news
when they're like: "Worst case
scenario, the Avian flu could kill...
900 million trillion people world
wide. Basically, the only survivor
Tf?4 6.o/vLLi, BOB'1
would be Chuck Norris who,
despite the fact that there would
Sooti STReAD to Hie
be no women, would singleki'S P*ce.
handedly repopulate the earth."
And then there's strep throat.
One of my friends had a really
sore throat over the weekend,
and I walked into the bathroom
and he's looking in his mouth
with a flash light. He says, "Is my
throat supposed to be red?" And
I said, "Well yeah, it's your throat;
of course it's supposed to be red."
I don't know if my diagnosis
was accurate or not. Although I
think if it's strep throat, there are
usually white patches on your
tonsils indicating the infection.
But again, I'm not a doctor; I just
play one in the newspaper.
There's also scarlet fever; I had
that when I was four. It's in the
"It's nice to have someone else attach wildly
same family as strep throat, but
deviant subtext to everything I say for a change."
it's called scarlet fever because
Wriltm and Illustrated By Buddy Hicker son. KRT
Written and Illustrated By Buddy Hickerson. KRT
you gel these red blotches on

LAzy eye
Rest oF

/Cf|£CA
Management inc.

I lilI -.1 -iI. Apts.
1082 Fairvicw Avc
1 & 2 bdrms / 3 bdrm Twnh
Dislm.ishcr/Garbage Disposal
Air Condition/Washer/Drycrs in
2/3 hdrm./Internet special/
Carports/ BGSU Bus Shuttle

Get a Q&P **
ZOOM!

Heath R. Wallace DDS

One Hour Tooth Whitening
Spring Break Special!
Management Inc.
Heinzsite
710 N. Enterprise

*450 regularly *350

I & 2 bdrm apt.

Dishwasher/GarbagcDisposal
A.C/washcr, Dryer in 2 bdrms.
Free Internet/Walk to Campus

Teeth bu; Heath
1S160 Main St • Weston. OH 43369
(419) 669-28S9

Management Inc.
403/405 S. Church
2 bdrm Apt/ 2 bdrm Twnh
I bath/ close In downtown

Management Inc.
215 K. Hoe
Eff. I bdrm / 2 bdrms
Starling at S255/mo
Laundry on site
15 minute walk to campus
BGSU Bus Route

Are you interested in Getting Involved in

Event Planning?
Come Join Our Fun-Loving Team

,he

Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!
Studios

Studto aparti
semester, or year leasas l_

Join University Activities Organization

_.__.

Low as $425 per month • Futf cot* - $20Ymonth
Includes all utilities ■ Outdoor pool use
Laundry facilities • Fully furnished

Management Inc.
Trey Aubrey
842/846/850 Seventh St.
Two story duplexes
3 bdrm/ 2 baths/ dishwasher/
garbage disposal Air condition/
Laundry on site

Slop by the Office
ol 1045 N Mom St
or check websile
www.meccobq.com
foi coriplete listmy

Applications available - Wednesday, March l, 2006
Applications due - Wednesday, March 15, 2006
Applications available Wednesday, March 22, 2006
Applications due - Friday, March 31, 2006
• University Activities Organization
Office 408 BTSU
• The Front Desk of the Union
• Office of Campus Involvement
Office 401 BTSU

iConcfom/ffl
ranch style condominiums • Excellent location for BGSBtaMfcl
$650-$7007montti plus utilities
vjsnefa«J*yeft'i ■■■
One year lease 1

19-354-0070
419-352-1520
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CONGRESS WORKS TO FIGHT DUBAI TAKEOVER
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congressional Republicans
and Democrats yesterday tempered calls for an
immediate vote to block a Dubai-based company's
takeover of some U.S. ports. Lawmakers from both
parties criticized the White House for failing to let
them know about the deal before it became public.
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Supreme Court
helps Anna Nicole
WASHINGTON (API —The
Supreme Court appeared ready
yesterday lo bless Playboy
Playmate Anna Nicole Smith's
pursuit of a piece of her late
husband's oil fortune. The
court waded into an 11 -year
family feud over the estate of).
Howard Marshall II, who died
at age 90 after a brief marriage
to Smith. Marshall's youngest
son, E Pierce Marshall, claims
that he is the sole heir and
that Smith's legal fight is dead,
because she lost in aTexas probate court lustices appeared
unwilling to buy that. Chief
Justice John Roberts said the
case involved "a substantial
amount of assets,'' an apparent reference not to Smith but
to the fortune amassed by her
husband of 14 months, estimated at $1.6 billion

Abortion clinic protests deemed legal
WAStfJNCTON (AP) —A20year-old legal fight over protests
outside abortion clinics ended
yesterday with the Supreme
Court ruling that federal extortion and racketeering laws cannot be used against demonstrators. The 8-0 decision was a
setback for abortion clinics that
were buoyed when the 7th US.
Circuit Court of Appeals kept
their case alive two years ago
despite the high court's 2003
ruling that had cleared the way
for lifting a nationwide injunction on anti-abortion leader
loseph Scheidler and others.
Anti-abortion groups appealed
to the justices after the lower
court sought to determine
whether the injunction could
be supported by findings that
protesters had made threats
of violence

Senators object to
logging for schools
WASHINGTON
(AP)
— Yesterday senators from
both parties challenged a
Bush administration plan to
sell more than 300,000 acres
of national forest to help pay
for rural schools in 41 states.
Lawmakers said the short-term
gains would be offset by the
permanent loss of public lands.
They also said profits from the
proposed sales would fall short
of what's needed to help rural
governments pay for schools
and other basic services. Sen.
Ron Wyden. D-Ore, and Sea
Larry Craig, It-Idaho, were cosponsors of a 2000 law that has
pumped more than $2 billion
into rural counties hurt by logging cutbacks on federal land.

www.bgnews.com/nation
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Pilot unions may strike
Delta, Northwestern
employees protest the
latest cuts in their pay

Patriot Act
making its
way to Bush
for renewal
By Laurie Kellman

By Joshua Freed and Harry Web

THE A'

IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Pilots at Northwest and Delta
airlines have until today to
make pay cut deals before they
risk losing some of their control
over the matter.
A bankruptcy judge is set to
rule on Northwest's request for
permission to impose its own
pay cuts and work rules on
pilots and flight attendants And
iX'lta's request to reject its pilot
contract will go to arbitrators
if a second long-term concessions deal isn't reached. Both
unions are threatening strikes
if tile airlines impose pay cuts
unilaterally. Both airlines have
said strikes could kill them.
As talks continued yesterday
in New York, Northwest pilots
appeared closest to the edge
of a strike. Two pay cuts have
already sliced 39 percent from
their wages. A vote on whether
union leaders can call a strike
ended yesterday, but the union
said it would not release results
until last night.
"Progress has been made in
some areas, but there is still
a lot of work to do in a short
amount of time," said Will
Holm,in, spokesman for the
Northwest branch of the Air
Line Pilots Association. "Our
goal is to reach an agreement,
but that will depend on management's actions at the negotiating table."
He said talks have been run
ning 14 hours a day.
Northwest pilots have
struck five times, most recently in 1998. Delta pilots have
never struck.
Flight attendant talks continued yesterday. But their strike
vote runs through March 6.
Delta and its pilot union both
said talks would probably continue even if the dispute is submined to an arbitrator.
Atlanta-based Delta Air Lines
Inc. and Lagan, Minn.-based
Northwest Airlines Corp. are
the nation's third- and fourthlargest carriers. Both filed for
bankruptcy protection on Sepl.
14, and both have said they
need worker concessions to be
profitable again. Bankrupt carriers can ask a judge to let them
reject their contracts, including
union contracts.
The high-stakes talks yesterday were reminiscent of similar
endgames during bankruptcies at United Airlines and
IIS Airways. Only US Airways
mechanics pressed negotiations until a judge ruled, and
even then they avoided taking

(TED 'HESS

WASHINGTON — Months ova
due In a midterm election year, ihr
USA I'.nriol Ail renewal cleared ;i

final hurdle in the Senate yesta
day on iis way to Presidenl Bush's
desk, Bui the bill's sponsor said he
is unsatisfied with the measure's
privacj protections and far tram
done tinkering with the center

Carlos Osono AP Photo

FIGHTING FOR CONTROL: Northwest Airlines pilots stage a picket at the Detroit Metropolitan Airport
yesterday. Pilots have until today to make pay cut deals before they lose some control over the matter.

the company's imposed terms.
So Northwest pilots will be in
new territory if they reach that
point today.
Both airlines have said strikes
would be illegal because the
unions would not have followed the Railway Labor Act,
which requires a 30-day cooling-off period after an impasse
in negotiations is reached. The
pilots have said rejection of

theft contract would free them
from the RIA
Northwest pilots planned
informational pickets at
Northwest's hub airports in
Minneapolis, Detroit, and
Memphis, as well as in Seattle
on Tuesday afternoon. And the
union issued a strike manual to pilots laying out union
strike procedures.
At Delta, both sides thought it

was unlikely they'd make a deal
before tomorrow's deadline.
Thai would send the dispute io
a three-member panel of arbitrators in Washington, with two
weeks of hearings set lo begin
March 13.
"It's just the start of a new
phase,'' s.iiil union spokesman
John Culp. "There's nothing to
preclude our talking up 10 and

through the hearings."

piece of Bushs war on terrorism.
' I he- Issue is not concluded,''
Mid Senate fudjclar) Committee
Chairman Allen Specter, R I'.i He
said he plans legislation and heat
iocs on restoring House-rejected
curbs on government power.
[he Senate voted 68-30 yesta
day — W) vcnes were needed — to
limit debate and bring the bill toa
Bnal vote thai could occur as early
as today The House would then
vote and send the legislation to
the White House. Sixteen majoi
provisions would expire March 10
it Presidenl Hush doesn'l sign the
bill by then
l-'irsi passed in the weeks afta
9/11, the law has been extended twice lor lack of congressional aceord over the balance
between civil liberties protections and law enforcement tools
in terrorism Investigations.
Several Democrats voted "no"
on the test vote yesterday i<> protest thcGOP majority's refusal to
allow amendments, mil said the)
would vote lor tile bill on final
passage liSeselawtnakerslnclud
ed Minority leader Harry Heid.
1) New, and Sen. Patrick Leahy,
D-VL, the ludidary Committees
senior Democrat
Others still plan to vole against
the bill as a whole, but the) stand
linle chance of blocking it. I«l
l>v Sens. Russell I•eingnld. D-U'is.
and liohert (:. Hud, D-WVa.. they
contend that the months of hag
gling produced few meaningful
curbs on government power.
Specter agreed cm thai point
Even as he urged his colleagues lo
vote this week for ihe bill, he Introduced a separate hill to make the
government satisfy a higher threshold for vvarrantless wiretaps and to
sci a loni-yeai expiration date im
the use of National Security Letters
In terrorism investigations

1 HOUSES! HOU.5ES! HOUSESll
Starting as low as $ 1,200 mo.+ utilities

1

• Spacious 3 & 4 bedroom layouts
• 1 & 2 car garages with automatic
door openers
• Walk in closets and ample storage
• Full size washer and dryer
• Microwaves, dishwashers, and
garbage disposals

5M
B
X
ft
f.
It
*

2 lull baths •
Plenty ol parking •
Gas log fireplaces •
(in most houses)
Occupancy limited to 3 •
unrelated people
On BGSU Shuttle Route •
Only 2 blocks ttom campus! •

1
1
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Come see a UPS Recruiter on campus:
Wed, 3/1 from 10am-2pm @ Career Center
Mon, 3/13 from 10am-2pm @ Career Center
Mon, 3/13 from 2:30pm-4:30pm @ Student Union
Hours of Operation:
Preload • 4am-8am
Day • 11:30am-3:30pm

The UPS
EARNAND

LEARN
Program
Get up to $23,000*
in College Education
Assistance!

Twilight • 5pm 9pm
Midnight • 10:45pm-2:45am

1 Bring in the ad and r ecieve $100 off your
9
rent for leases sta rting in May 2006

GREENBRIAR, INC.

1
ip
«
•

wivw.greenbriarrenlnls.com

1
|

Shift limes are approximate.
To inquire about Part-Time Package Handler employment opportunities,
apply online at: www.upsjobs.com
For additional information, please contact:
Bethany Speiser (bspeise@bgnet.bgsu.edu) Or call: 419-891-6820
1550 Holland Road • Maumee, OH 43537

UPS is an eqci.il oppoilunity employee
M I D/V.
'Piogcam guidelines apply
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The Da Vinci Code'
trial continues

American students
lack in test scores
CHARLOTTESVII11 , Vli.
— The National Science
Hoard released ii>. "Science
and Engineering indicators"
2006 report last week, illustrating below aver.ige scores
in science ami mathematics literary levels In 15-yearold American students in
comparison wild those of
other countries' students ol
similar age.
The
"Science
and
Kngineering
Indicators"
report is created ever)'
even-numbered year for
use by both the President
of the United States and
the U.S. Congress, said lean
POmeroy, senior policy analyst for the National Science
Board Office.
"This is the 17th in the
biannual series," Pomeroy
said. "It's a statutory report
— that is it's required
by Congress."
The study shows information compiled by the Program
for International Assessment
from research done in 2003
with international smdents
fifteen years of age, said
Eugene Owen, statistician
at the National Center for

Education Statistics.
fifteen "is the last year
that most countries Dove the
majority of their students
in an educational setting,"
Owen said. "That makes I'ISA
a good comparison."
PISA uses information contributed by the Organization
for Economic Cooperation
and Development, said Mike
Bowler, communications
director of the Institute of
Education Sciences.

LONDON (AP) — Britain's High
Court is deep into the world of
"Ihc Da Vinci Code" A lawyer
for the publisher said ideas about
lesus that two writers daim Dan
Brown stole are so general they are
not protected by copyright.

Daffodil Days
donations
ending today
DAFFODILS, FROM PAGE 1

Charles Dharapak ' * I* '
AMONG HIS FEW FANS: President George W. Bush greets U.S. Marines Irom the 7th Marine Division on their way to Kuwait during Bush's
refuelling stop in Shannon, Ireland today. Bush's approval rating among citizens hit an all-time low at 34 percent yesterday.

Bush rating hits all-time low
By William Douglas
WASHINGTON — President
Hush's job-approval rating fell to
an all-time tow—34 percent—in
a poll pubifahed yesterday. That
puts him not far above Richard
Nixon's Watergate-era nadir and
raises questions about how effectively he can govern in his remaining years in office.
The poll, conducted nationwide by CBS News between last
Wednesday and Saturday, found
that 58 percent of U.S. adults
disapproved of Bush's job performance. I lis :M percent approval
rating was the lowest since he
took office in 2001, eight points

lowet than in lanuary. The poll's
margin of error MM plus or minus
3 percentage points.
"Bush is in trouble," said Bnue
Buchanan, a political scientist at
the University of Texas at Austin.
"One would tend to think die dip
is the Dubai ports issue, which
has meant a spate of had news.
But dierc's been a collection of
had news."
A politically toxic mix of messes
has dragged Bush down, including his handling of Hurricane
Kalrina, the ill-fated I larrict Miers'
Supreme Court nomination, die
upsurge of violence in Iraq, and
the deal to allow a state-owned
Arab company to manage tcmii-

BEST DEAL IN TOWN
RENT STARTING AT $320
Limited Time only

11.1K at six U.S. ports.
Bush's approval rating is far
below those registered by tliree
of the last four two-term presidents in February of their sixth
year Dwight Eisenhower (64
percent), Ronald Keagan (63.50
percent) and Bill Clinton (57 percent]. Only Nixon, at 27.5 percent
in Fcbniary 1974 — six months
before he resigned — was less
popular than Bush is now.
Bush's slide is prompting many
OOP lawmakers to abandon him
as they face lough elections in
November and don't want to
cam1 his political baggage into
battle. The president hasn't lost
Congress yet, several analysts
said, but he's close to it.
"He hasn't been in a position
for some time to press successfully most of the controversial
issues on which the country is
divided, and diere's substantial
op|X)sition in Washington," said
Thomas E. Mann, a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution,
a center-left Washington think
tank "Wle saw that on Social
Security reform. We're likely to
see it on immigration reform.

There are enormous obstacles
in the proposal to make the tax
aits pennanent"
The White House faced nearrevolt among Republicans last
week over the administration's
approval of a deal to allow Dubai
Ports World, a company owned
by the United Arab Emirates, to
manage terminals at six ports.
Senate Majority Leader Bill
Iris!, H-Tenn., and I louse Speaker
IX'nnis Hasten, R-IU., initially
blasted die deal as a potential
threat to national security. Hank
and-fiic Republicans followed
their leaders, co-sponsoring legislation with Democrats to give
Congress a say over the deal.
While Frist and Hasten later tempered their remarks, most other
i lill Republicans haven't
"I think what we've seen in the
last couple of weeks is the first evidence of triangulation between
congressional Republicans." said
Michael Franc, via' president
for government relations at the
I leritage Foundation. I le meant
dial Republican lawmakers are
opposing Bush to appeal to
die public.

tions at the Daffodil Days table in
the Union,
"It's really just a great cause,"
she said.
At the table in the Union, anyone who wants to donate can fill
out an order form. The bouquets,
each with 10 daffodils, are sold for
a minimum donation of $6.50.
Then on March 13, volunteers
will deliver the bouquets during
the day. Donators can also sign up
to send bouquets anonymously
to cancer patients or families of
victims in the area. The deadline
for ordering is today.

Mardi Gras not
held back by
Katrina, FEMA
MARDI GRAS. FROM PAGE 1

club had breakfast at the shuttered Commander's Palace restaurant before heading down
the parade route, but without
Fountain, who is ill and missed
what would have been his 46th
trip with the group. The celebrated musician is 75.
Visitors included New Orieans
native Donald Rooney, now of
Denver, who wore a purple, green
and gold fright wig
Mardi Gras is about "helping
the city rebuild," he said. "It's my
hometown. There's still a great
soul that lives in the city that 10
feet, 12 feet of water can't kill, and
it's coming back"

F

$20<F

Bring This Coupon In and Receive
$200 Signing Bonus Before Spring Break!

Apartments for Rent!
You Can Afford!

Some Restrictions Apply.

»free internet •free cable •private bathrooms *guest bathroom
•washer/dryer •huge kitchen *deck •fitness room

EFFICIENCIES

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

451 THURSTIN - Across from Offenhauer.
Furn. w/ full bath, stove & refrigerator.
School Year - One Person Rate S395
One Year - One Person Rate - 5365

402 High Street
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 REED STREET- At Thurstin.
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bdrm. & One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- S465
One Year - One Person Rate - $400

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two bdrm. One bath
w/Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

707-727THIRD STREET One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- S395
One Year - One Person Rate - S350

8?S FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $580
One Year - Two Person Rate - $480

825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed'.
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- S465
One Year - One Person Rate - $410
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $385
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Full baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $640
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

810FIFTH.649«i707SIXTH«i818S«v«ntfi
Furn. or Unfurn, One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $560
One Year - Two Person Rate - $470

839 SEVENTH STREET
Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- $460
One Year - One Person Rate - $395

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

831 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn, One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate-$555
One Year - Two Person Rate - $480

505 CLOUGH BehindKinko'i.
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

724 S, COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished, 1 72 baths, Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

615 SECOND STREET Two Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn. One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

PETS ALLOWED with $250 Nonrefundable pet deposit at these locations:
831 Seventh, 841 Eighth, 777, 733,755
Manville, 825 Third, 802 Sixth & 725 Ninth

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
Hours Mon la

2057 Napoleon Rd. www.copperbeechtownhome5.com 419-353-3300

■
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Religious sites targeted by bombs
Iraqi factions butt
heads, 68 die as fear
grows over civil war
By Alexander Zavis
!H! ASSOCIATE0 PRESS

BAGHDAD, Iraq — Sunnis
and Shiites traded bombings
and mortar fire against mainly
religious targets in Baghdad
last night, killing at least 68
people a day after authorities
lifted a curfew that had briefly
calmed a series of sectarian
reprisal attacks.
At least six of yesterday's attacks
hit clearly religious targets, concluding with a car bombing after
sundown at the Shiite Abdel Hadi
Chalabi mosque in the Ilurriyah
neighborhood that killed 23 and
wounded 55. A separate suicide
bombing killed 23 people at an
east Baghdad gas station, where
people had lined up to buy
kerosene.
In addition to those known to
have been killed yesterday, police
found nine more bullet-riddled
bodies, including a Sunni Muslim
tribal sheik, off a road southeast
of Baghdad. It was unclear when
they died.
The surge of violence deepened the trauma of residents
already shaken by fears the country was teetering on the brink
of sectarian civil war, threatened
talks among Iraqi politicians
struggling to form a government
and raised questions about U.S.
plans to begin drawing down
troop strength this summer.
Iraq began to tilt seriously
toward outright civil war after the
Feb. 22 bombing of the important Shiite Askariya shrine in the
mainly Sunni city of Samarra, 60
miles north of Baghdad.
President Bush decried the latest surge in sectarian violence
yesterday and said that for Iraqis

Mohammed Halo AP Photo

WET IT DOWN: Two car bombs, a suicide attacker wearing an explosives belt and a huge blast near the
National Theater downtown rocked Baghdad late yesterday morning, killing at least 15 people.

"the choice is chaos or unity."
In congressional testimony,
National Intelligence Director
John Negroponte said a civil war
in Iraq could lead to a broader
conflict in the Middle East, pitting the region's Sunni and Shiite
powers against one another.
Defense Intelligence Agency
chief Lt. Gen. Michael Maples
said the sectarian violence stems
from a core of Sunni Arab insurgents who can exploit "social,
economic, historical and religious grievances."
"Networks based on these
relationships remain the greatest
threat to long-term stability in
Iraq," Maples said.
The sectarian violence has hit
Baghdad hardest because the
population in the capital is about
evenly divided between Shiites

and Sunnis, more so than in any
other region of the country.
At about the same time as the
attack on the Shiite Abdel I ladi
Chalabi mosque, a mortar round
landed near the Shiite Imam
Kadhim shrine in the Kazimiyah
neighborhood on the opposite
side of the Tigris River, killing one
and wounding 10.
Those attacks appeared to have
been in retaliation for assaults on
Sunni places of worship earlier in
the day.
North of Baghdad, a blast badly
damaged a Sunni mosque where
the father of Saddam Hussein
was buried in the family's ancestral hometown, Tikrit. The Iraqi
Islamic Party reported a bomb hit
the Sunni Thou Nitaqain mosque
in the Hurriyah neighborhood at
8 am yesterday, killing three and

wounding 11. Gunmen in two
speeding cars opened fire on the
Sunni al-Salam mosque in the
western Baghdad's Mansour district, killing a guard.
late yesterday police reported
finding the body of Shiite cleric
Hani Hadi handcuffed, blindfolded and shot in the head near
a Sunni mosque in Baghdad's
notorious Dora neighborhood.
One of the day's bloodiest
attacks came when a suicide
bomber detonated an explosives vest packed with ball bearings among people lined up
to buy kerosene at a crowded
filling station in east Baghdad.
The blast killed 23 people and
wounded 51, leaving behind the
charred and twisted remains of
wheeled carts that customers
had used to transport fuel can-
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isters to the station.
A car bombing in the same
neighborhood targeted a police
patrol and killed five people and
wounded 17 —- all civilians.
Another car bomb hit a small
market opposite the Shiite
Timimi mosque in the mostly
Shiite Karradah neighborhood,
killing six people and wounding 16.
Separately and in an unusual
move, the government issued
a statement declaring that 379
people had been killed and 458
wounded as of 4 p.m. Tuesday in
the sectarian violence tied to the
Askariya bombing
The Washington Post reported
TXiesday that more than 1.300
people were killed in the reprisal
attacks. The Cabinet statement,
however, said "what was reported
in a foreign newspaper were inaccurate and exaggerated numbers
of victims."
More than 60 relatives of the
dead — many of them women
dressed in black and beating their
breasts as they wailed in grief
— assembled with empty coffins at the morgue to take away
their dead family members. One
young man, who refused to give
his name, told an AP reporter
that his three brothers had gone
out to buy bread Saturday night
and were gunned down in a
drive-by attack.
National Security Adviser
Mouwafak al-Kubaic, meanwhile, traveled to the Shiite holy
city of Najaf yesterday to meet
with Cirand Ayatollah Ali AlSistani, the Shiite community's
most revered spiritual leader. AlItubaie emerged to tell reporters "the way to forming the government is difficult and planted
with political bombs. We ask the
Iraqi people to be patient, and we
expect forming the government
will take a few months."

Prison riot chaos
goes on since Sat
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP)
— A spasm of violence broke
a fragile truce at Kabul's
main prison yesterday as
rioting inmates tried to push
down a gate and police fired
on them, killing one and
wounding three, officials
said. At least five inmates
have been killed and 41
wounded since the uprising
began late Saturday. Police
blame some 350 Taliban and
al-Qaida detainees for inciting the riot.
The two sides agreed to
a truce late Monday, but
the deal collapsed 24 hours
later over a demand by the
authorities that the inmates
move to another wing of the
lockup, said Abdul Halik,
a police commander in
the prison.
Security forces opened
fire, killing an inmate and
wounding three others until
the prisoners, armed with
knives and clubs, withdrew,
the commander said.

Russia, Iran keep
nuclear talks going
BUDAPEST. Hungary (AP)
— Russia's president said yesterday that he is optimistic that
his country will strike an agreement with Iran over its disputed
nuclear program. A delegation
led by top Iranian negotiator
Ali Larijani is expected to arrive
in Moscow today for discussions on a Kremlin proposal
to enrich uranium for Iran on
Russian territory to ensure the
nuclear fuel cannot be diverted
for atomic bombs.

GRADUATE
STUDENT HOUSING
Historic Millikin
• Central downtown location
• Unfurnished
•On-site laundry
• Air conditioned
• Remodeled units
• 2 story loft style
apartments available
• Efficiences start at
$345/mo + electric
• One Bedrooms start at
S425/mo + electric

Summit Street

06
BREAKAWAY

• Furnished
•Air Conditioned
• On-site laundry
• 2 blocks from campus
• Efficiences
S315/mo + electric
• One Bedroom Apts.
S400/mo + electric

TONIGHT!

445 E. Wooster • Bowling Green, OH 43402 • 352-0717
WWWGREENBRIARRENTALS.COM

Wednesday, March 1st
8-1 lpm

DUPLEXES AVAILABLE
ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $670.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $670.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
714 Eighth. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars $660.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $660.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007
327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
105 S. College - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
NO PARKING AVAILABLE. Tenant pays utilities.
Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007 is $480.00,
deposit $480.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to May 5,
2007 is $580.00, deposit $580.00.
217 E. Evers - 1BR first floor duplex. Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars. Includes use of one garage
space and basement. $440.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit $440.00. Lease August 17, 2006
to August 4, 2007.
219 E. Evers -1BR second floor duplex. Limit 1
person. Limit 1 cars. Includes use of one garage
space. $385.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$385.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007 Noon.

House For Rent
614 Fourth St. - 3 BR. $840.00 per month,
deposit $840.00, Limit 3 people. Lease May 13,
2006 to May 5, 2007.
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Spring break kick-off!
A chance to win gift certificates to:
Af,usid
•Serenity Spa & Tanning
•BGSU Bookstore
(
*Sh A
•Max & Erma 's
at
»*il
ef
•Panera Bread
•Meijer
fi&#
& more!

m

Grand Prize: $500 travel voucher!
Must be present to win!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST (across from Taco Bell)
Hours Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 4:30
www.johnnewloverealest.ite com

Admission: Only $7 at the door!
Bursarable or cash payments

BOWEN-THOMPSON

STUDENT UNION

BG SPORTS

HOT START: SOFTBALL GOES UNDEFEATED IN CHATTANOOGA. PAGE 11
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No Boise this season,
Broncos to visit in '07

WEDNESDAY

Ihe University fooiball team
wont host Boise Stale at Dovt

March 1,
2006

Peri) Stadium on Sept a 2006
.is planned. Boise Slate will visit
BGSUin2007,

lite move is said to allow the
Mid -American Conference more
flexibility in developing a schedule for next vear. according to
Paul krebs, BCiSU assistant vice
president/director of athletics.
[Tie football team will now
open the season Sept 2 against
Wisconsin at Cleveland Browns
Stadium. They'll also travel to
Florida International on Sept.
16. and to Ohio State on Oct. 7.
BGSU will host Buffalo. Fastem
Michigan, Kent State and Miami
in MAC play, and will visit
Akron, Ohio. Central Michigan
and Toledo.

MEN'S GOLF

Golf squad
looking to
warm up
in Tampa
By Adam Miezm
REPORTER

After a disappointing start to
the season, the BGSU men's
golf team returns to action this
weekend for a three-day tournament in Tampa, I la.
The team will be playing in
the UCF invitational, hosted by
the WniversityofCentral Florida.
The team will hit the green this
Fridav through Sunday.
BGSU finished I It'll in the
opening event of the season at
theCSU Spring Kick-Off Classic,
but the event taught the team a
thing or two before they head
back out onto the course.
' The opening event taught
the team that we need to outwork teams in the south, even
though practice conditions
are far from perfect.'' said Dan
Mclntyre. junior. "In the week
leading up to spring trip, we
spent more time outdoors at the
Maumee Sports Mall instead
of practicing at the Perry field
House. We were able to see a
better view of how we were hittine the ball."
Coach Garry Winger believes
that the team will be better
prepared after competing last
week, hut he also still must deal
with the crazy weather that has
been going on of late.
"Well, we need to be better
around the greens, and unfortunately we can't practice
it the way we need to due to
courses and weather." Winger
said. "So, in saying that, the
practice round this Thursday is
very important."
Winger believes that playing
and practicing lor 10 straight
days will get some good practice in, and also let the team
bond again.
In the opening tournament,
the team was led by lace Walker,
sophomore, who finished tied
for 23rd. Other falcons who
performed well were Heath
GOLF. PAGE 11
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Undefeated in MAC action

Despite second half lapse, Falcons surge to 71-59 victory
By Ryan Autullo
SPORTS EDITOR

OXFORD, Ohio — Europe's
*
classic rock single "The Final
Countdown" blared through
the loudspeakers at Miami's
71
59
Milieu Hall during pre-game
F
1 2
warmups last night.
71
BGSU
40 3!
The lyrics of the Rocky
MIAMI U.
26 33
S3
IV tune were aptly fining as
the game marked the final
countdown to a perfect season in the Mid-American
The final score certainly
Conference for the BGSU wasn't an accurate account of
women's basketball team.
what took place. BG seemingBG became just the fifth ly mailed the game in during
team in MAC history to finish the second half after leading
unbeaten in league play after by 28 points with 6:57 remainlopping Miami 71-59 before a ing. The final score was Miami's
crowd dominated by a sea of second closest margin during
Falcon fans who wranted to witthe second half. The Falcons
ness history being made.
committed a season-high 19
"No one can take that out of turnovers — 16 in the second
the record books
half — and struggled
that we are an
to figure out Miami's
undefeated team."
full-court press.
said BG coach
"Our team frankly
Curt Miller.
is sitting in there realThe Falcons (25ly disappointed the
2. 16-0) became
way we played the
just the third team
last eight minutes,"
in program history
Miller said. "That's
to finish unblema sign of maturity
ished in the con- bring US up..." that this team wants
ference season.
mo
B^t"aner refusing
T'ran Voll's clubs of CURT mm, COACH
1986-87 and 1988all season to focus
89 also accomplished that feat.
on the potential 16-0 mark, it's
"The rest of MAC history tough to blame the Falcons if
when someone is unbeaten, they wanted to use the final
they have to bring us up in the minutes to soak up the history
same sentence," Miller said.
they were about to make.
Throughout the year, the
"Once we calmed down a
phrase "undefeated season" little bit and got over the iniwas consistently avoided in tial embarrassment, we looked
BG's locker room until the 48 at our season as a whole, and
hours leading up to last night's we're proud of ourselves,"
contest. The players became Mann said.
near clones of Miller, always
Embarrassed?
preaching about focusing soleThat's how most teams have
ly on the next game and never felt tliis year after playing the
looking ahead. Although an Falcons Their only losses are
unexciting approach, it's one against Delaware (48-44) and
that obviously worked as the Kentucky (66-62 OT) which
Falcons somehow exceeded came during late December
lofty preseason expectations.
and eariy January.
"A 16-0 team will always be
The Falcons will receive a bye
remembered but 15-1 teams, in the first round of the MAC
they come and go," said stand- tournament before playing
out forward Ali Mann.
in the quarterfinal on March
Mann scored a game-high 8 at Quicken Loans Arena
17 points and Megan Thorbum in Cleveland. BG will likely
(11 points), Kate Achterll Hand advance to the NCAA tournalasmine McCall (10) were also ment for the second straight
in double-digits. Miami (8-19, year regardless of how the MAC
3-13) was led by (enna Schone tournament shapes up.
and Cindi Merrill, who scored
13 and 11 points, respectively.
UNDEFEATED. PAGE 11

"The rest
ofMAC
history when
someone is
unbeaten,
they have to

Michael Pickering The Miami Student

CAN'T BE STOPPED: Ali Mann drives the lane against RedHawk Laura Markwood in last night's 71-59
victory in Miami. Mann led all scorers with 17 points, as four other Falcons finished in double digits.
By Colin Wilson
REPORTER

OXFORD, Ohio — Over die past
three seasons, die BGSU women's basketball team has enjoyed
continued success. It may not
have been possibk' without the
help of Uieir five juniors.
Since thearrival of Ali Mann, liz
llonegger, Carin Home. Megan
I liorbum and Amber Flynn, the
I alums are a combined 69-20
over three seasons of 21 wins or
more. There are not too many
people wondering why.
The players have helped
bring BG to its best record since
the 1986-87 season. They're
only two wins away from reaching the 27-2 record that was
reached that year.
One reason the players have
been so important is lhat between
the five of them, only one game

has been missed. Attendance has
been a key for the team since
every player has a defined role.
"They're all special and they're
all huge pieces of the puzzle," said
BG coach Curt Miller. "We'd be a
little lost without them."
Ali Mann has left many opponents widi no answers this season, averaging 14.7 ppg on her
way to joining the 1,000 point
dub. She has also put in a lot
of work on the boards averaging 7.6 rebounds per game. On
top of dial, her presence on die
perimeter is consistent — she is
shooting 37 percent from beyond
the arc
"We're a real close-knit class
of juniors and we just expect big
things," Mann said. "We don't
know anything but winning. Wfe
pride ourselves on coming out
and playing hard every night"

Another stand-out is Liz
Honegger. She also reached die
1,000 point milestone this season
by averaging 13.3 ppg. 1 lonegger.
like her teammate Mann, is a
threat inside with 7.8 rebounds
per game, as well as outside,
shooting nearly 35 percent from
long range.
"It's awesome, coming in freshman year, I didn't have a lot of
expectations for myself," said
I lonegger. "VJc definitely wanted
to get the program back to that
winning tradition though."
Carin Home has provided the
lalcons with a solid starter this
Beaton, as she was able to average 12 ppg She does well on the
defensive end as well, averaging
more than two steals per game,
which leads the team.
JUNIORS. PAGE 11

WOMEN'S GOLF

Falcons will take their game outdoors
Golfers will travel to
Arizona to face tough
teams, nice weather
By Cliris Voioschuk
REPORUR

The BGSU women's golf team
has two great things to look forward to (his week.
The first is that they get to
leave the freezing temperatures
of Bowling Green to play the
Fast/West Rio Verde tournament
in Arizona.
The second is that participating in this tournament will allow
them to actually play outside,
after going without competition since the team's last tournament in late October. Head
coach Stephanie Young is excited
to have the opportunity to finally
get outdoors.
"I'm excited to go to the warmer weather." Young said. "It will

be great to hopefully capitalize
on the outdoors and transition
back to playing on grass."
Since the team hasn't been
able to take cuts on the green
for more than three and a half
months, the Field House has
been like a temporary home over
the winter, where they've been
using the space to hit balls into
a net. They've also been working
a great deal on their collective
short game: According to Young,
players have been specifically
practicing with distance control,
and shots of 50 yards or less.
Putting, however, is a different story.
"It is virtually impossible to
pracUce putting indoors," said
Lindsey lonkhoff. sophomore.
"Putting on carpet and putting
on grass are incomparable."
The Field House hasn't been
the only facility used by the
women's golf team, as they've

been traveling elsewhere to work and Maumee Sports Mall.
further on hitting balls.
But it's IJndsey lonkhoff that
"We have been driving up to has an especially interesting way
the Maumee Sports Mall to hit," of practicing
said Kari Liggett, junior.
T have been going up to
The golfers have
Toledo and playing
also been putting in
on an indoor simua lot of work in the "The biggest
lator," lonkhoff said.
weight room.goingin
"Hopefully it will
strengths
several days a week
have helped with
are
that
distance control, as it
and starting at 6 a.m.,
according to Young
this team is is very accurate."
When not practicWith the very liming together, indi- beginning to ited practice facilities
vidual members of know what it offered to the team
the team have some
this time of year, the
unique ways of get- takes to win.' strengths and weakting their game STEPHANIE YOUNG, nesses of the golfready for Arizona
ers will really show
COACH
in Arizona. Coach
and the tournaments to come.
Young is confident
While Liggett and a few team- that the togetherness of herteam
can
help
them
contend, even
mates were able to get onto an
actual course once over the win- without the outdoor prep that
ter, lessi, ,i McCann, sophomore, other teams in the tournament
has stuck with the Field House wdl have.

GniN0NMO0NATV»YW.BfiNEWS.C0NVSKiRTS

"The biggest strengths are that
this team is beginning to know
what it takes to win," Young said.
They have a lot of camaraderie.
They feed off each other, and
excitement is high. They want to
see the benefits of the hard work
they've put in."
In terms of team weaknesses,
Young has two concerns, largely
due to the lack of being able to
play on a real golf course.
"Our biggest weakness right
now is short game," Young said.
"Also, we need to consistently
shoot in the seventies. We'll be
right in it if we can shoot in the
sevent ies every day."
Even though they can't get outside, this team still has its tournament goals cleariy outlined.
They, including their coach, have
one major common goal, which
is a strong start to the season.
"It's important to have a
great start," Young said. "It will

TEAMS COMPETING IN
EAST/WEST RIO VERDE
TOURNAMENT
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Arkansas-Little Rock
Ball State
BGSU
Bradley
Eastern Michigan
Indiana University
Missouri State
Northwestern
Ohio University
Southern Illinois
Texas Tech
University ol Illinois

■
■
■
■

University of Michigan
University of Toledo
Western Michigan
Xavter

■ University of Iowa

Informalion taken from mm.
golfstatresults.com

be important to try to get a
game plan on how to play better by playing against these
other teams."
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SOFTBALL

Confidence and

Falcons on fire, Start season 6-0 consistency needed
GOLF. FROM PAGE 10

ByDanWyar
REPORIER

Reigning MAC Player of the Year
Gina Rango and reigning MAC
Pitcher of the Year Liz Vrabel
started their 2006 campaign
right where they left off last season, leading the Falcon softball
squad to their best start in school
history by going a perfect 6-0
at the Panera Bread Challenge
in Chattanooga, Tenn., this
weekend.
Out of the eight teams competing in this past weekend's
tournament, the Falcons were
the lone team to finish undefeated. Ironically enough, the
Falcons began last season in
Chattanooga for the Frost Gassic
and finished the weekend 0-6,
and started the season with nine
consecutive losses.
"I was expecting our team to do
well, but I don't know if we were
looking at 6-0, because many of
those teams already had about 10
games in before we even played
one," said BG assistant coach
Kyle lamieson.
"It was nice to come in with a
head of steam, and once we got
rolling we never stopped."
Added Rango: "It gave our
team a lot of confidence. It let
everyone know we're here and
we're always going to be here and
proving to everyone we're a good
softball team."
On day one of the tournament,
the Falcons came out strong
behind the arm of Vrabel, who

66 Nim file Photo

RING EM' UP: Liz Vrabel continued her dominance on the mound this
past weekend, pitching the Falcons to a 3-0 record in Chattanooga.

won her first start of the season
by fanning 13 Virginia hitters,
while allowing only two hits and
no runs en route to the Falcons
first win of the season.
"I always get the butterflies
before I pitch, and it's a little bit
more interesting because it was
the first game of the season,"
Vrabel said. "But at the same time
I know that I have one of the best
defenses in the country behind
me, so there was nothing to worry

about. Everybody has been working hard and our attitudes are
just so positive right now."
Vrabel got her second victory of the season against host
Chattanooga, who shut the
Falcons out 3-0 in last season's
tournament, and win number three against UAB, but
didn't see the mound after that.
Sophomore Emily Gouge, senior
Iindsay Heimrich and freshman
Hayley Wiemer also stepped-up

their game on the mound for the
Brown and Orange.
After doubling and flying-out
in her first two at-bats of the tournament, Rango belted her first
homerun of the season down the
left field line, which put her at
17 for her career, which is No. 1
all-time in Falcon softball history.
However, Rango wasn't finished
just yet, hitting two more roundtrippers against UAB and leading
the Falcons to a 6-3 victory on
day two of the tournament.
"I didn't feel rusty at all," Rango
said. "We were really well prepared and everyone wanted to
start the year off strong."
The Falcons ended the Panera
Challenge with a 4-2 victory over
Belmont. shutting the Bruins out
until they scored two runs on a
two-out, two-strike hit in the bottom of the seventh. In their first
game on Sunday, the Bruins beat
BGSU rival Miami 11-10.
This weekend will be a true
test for the Falcons when they
head to Waco, Texas, for the
Compass Bank Invitational,
where they'll play two games
each against Mississippi State,
who stands undefeated at 130, No. 14 ranked University
Washington, and tournament
host No. 18 ranked Baylor.
"This is going to be the hardest weekend that BGSU softball
has ever gone into," lamieson
said. "There's no easy game and
it's going to be a tough, tough
weekend."

Ziglar. senior, who finished
37th, and Mclntrye. who tied
for 38th.
The team has been working on many things since
then, including play around
the greens.
"Since the last tournament, each guy has put in
an extra effort to make sure
we are not embarrassed like
we were last week," Mclntrye
said. "We are excited to compete again and redeem ourselves down in Tampa."
Wi nger bcl ieves t he two keys
for the team though are confidence and consistency.
"This is a good team, and
they need to learn to score

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING' up lo $300 day No
exp necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174

372-6977

The BG News .Mil noi knowing!)
iiiu'l'i advertisements ili.ii discriminate, or encourage ditch mi nut ion
against any individual or group on
the basis of race, sc\, color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disdhihtv. status js a veteran, or on the basis ol ,in> other
legally protected MMm

Services Offered

Falcons make history in Miami
JUNIORS. FROM PAGE 10

Megan Thorbum has helped
the team tremendously as well.
She has played in every game
and started fifteen of them. Her
41 percent 3-point shooting has
played a big part in the team's
success, and it continued last
night against the Redhawks as
she buried three shots from long
distance during the second half.
Not to be forgotten is BG's most

effective reserve. Amber Flynn.
She averages only 122 minutes
a game but manages 4.8 ppg in
that time. Flynn is also a presence inside, as she averages 2.9
rebounds per game as well. Her
effectiveness is also important,
she is shooting nearly 55 percent
on the year from the field.
The juniors have enjoyed their
success so far, with two trips to
the MAC Championship game
in their three years. The first trip

was their freshman year and the
second trip was last year, which
they won, earning them a trip to
the NOW Tournament. This year
they've amounted a perfect 160 conference record, and a 25-2
record overall. They arc only the
fifth team to go undefeated in
MAC history.
"It's the class that put us on
the map," Miller said. "It's certainly the class that our program
is built around."

their ball on the days that they
are not hitting the ball well,
putting well, etc," Winger said.
"Consistency is a very mental
aspect of the game that comes
with time and maturity. Also,
we need confidence. As we will
get a chance to practice and
compete in warm weather for
10 days, they will feel much
better about their games."
Walker agrees that the team
needs its confidence back more
than anything.
"For this group of guys 1
thinkconfidenccisabigthing,"
Walker said. "We all know what
each other are able to do on
a golf course. It's a matter of
each guy trusting in his game
and going out and playing like
he can."

Having financial difficulties?
Good, bad or no credit. Fast
approvals, bankruptcy accepted
All types ot loans No fees.
Call today 1-866-361-5036 24 hrs

BG heads into
MAC tourney
with full steam
UNDEFEATED, FROM PAGE 10

"For them to go 16-0 is a huge
accomplishment this year," said
Miami coach Maria Fantanarosa.
"1 think they're very confident
and work hard together. I think
Ali Mann is very unselfish and is a
bigger time player than probably
a lot of people give her credit for."

Pagliais Pizza • Pizza. Salad. Soup
& Breaksticks only $575. M-F 11:00
AM-4.00PM. COME ON DOWN 945 S Main St. 352-7571.

Wanted
Looking for a roommate lor next yr.
505 Clough St.
CaNJuslinal 419-680-3987

400 counselors/instructors needed!
Coed summer camp in Pooonos, PA
Call 800-488-4321wwwlohikancom
Attention: Needed At Once to earn
S1600 mo No experience necessary
training is provided Immediate
Spring Break & Summer work is
available. Scholarships & paid intern
ship programs available with this
company. Apply now to hold this position Call now lor interview. 419352-2069
AWESOME SUMMER JOB! CAMP
WAYNE FOR GIRLS
Childrens
sleep-away camp. Northeast Pennsylvania (6'17- 8i13/06| II you love
children and want a caring, lun environment we need Counselors and
Program Directors lor: Tennis.
Swimming (W.S.I, preferred] Goll
Gymnastics, Cheerteading. Drama.
High & Low Ropes. Team Sports.
Waterskung. Sailing. Painting,Drawing. Ceramics. Silkscreen. Printmaking, Balik, Jewelry. Calligraphy.
Photography. Sculpture. Guitar.
Aerobics. Sell-Delence. Video. Piano. Oher stall Administrative. CDL
Driver (21-). Nurses (RN's and
Nursing Sudents). Bookkeeper.
Mothers' Helper. On campus Interviews March 22nd. Select The
Camp That Selects The Best Start!
Call 1-800-279-3019 or apply on-line
at www campwavnegirls.com

W% L
, ^TlCKET^OUTLETSi
■Memorial Hall Ticket Offjce
?BG oh Main; 133 Main Street
-University Bookstore *^;
■Student Union Info. Desk'i

...LIVE at Anderson Arena,
the House ThatRoarsl

))

Game Presenting
Sponsors...

MEN'S BASKETBALL
VS.
MIAMI [OH1

TONICHT

'•

BG GEAR NIGHT
fmMJXdglJ
CLEVELAND
MARCH 8-11

tLL FANS WEARING BG
IR GET IN FOR ONLY $6!

lBGSUFAlGOMS.COM
'T'S MAC TOURNAMENT TIME!

STUDENT TICKETS ARE ONLY $10!

CALL 1-877-BGSU TICKET FOR MORE INFORMATION.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Bittersweel Farm': a nationally recognized treatment facility tor adults
with Autism currently has several
openings lor part time DIRECT
CARE SERVICE PROVIDERS lor
second shift (3 00-11001 Students
who have worked at Bittersweet
Farms have gone on to become
Counselors Teachers. School Ad
IDISIS Proles
sors Social Workers and Nurses
We are interested in a vanely ol
'-'S and backgrounds It you
are a committed, caring person in
terested in gettinr) some real world
experience and Wanting Bittersweet
Farms is the place lor you Smoke
free environment
drug screen.
clean driving record, valid license
and prool ol insurance No matter
what you do with your hie. the expenence you gain working with persons with autism will stay with you
forever Our starting wage is $7.85
per hour with an additional 40 cents

.
.
Help Wanted

n
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For Rent

SUMMER & FUIJ-JUME
POSITIONS
BEAUTIFUL LAKEFRONT
YACHTING CLUB
SEEKS OUTGOING FRIENDLY
TEAM PLAYERS AS:
SERVERS
BARTENDERS
HOST HOSTESSES
DOCK ATTENDANTS
LIFEGUARDS (CERTIFIED)
LINE COOKS PREP
SNACKBAR ATTENDANTS
SAILCAMP COUNSELORS
INCENTIVE PROGRAMS
FLEXIBLE HRS
EXCELLENT PAY!!!
CALL NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW1"
WEDNESDAY THRU SUNDAY
200 YACHT CLUB DR.
ROCKY RIVER OH 44116
(440) (440)333-1155

2 bedroom apartment. Great condition, quiet area. No pets. $475/mo
Available in August 419-353-0326

: in ol our community ot caring

30 day satisfaction guaranteed
1 bdrm & studio starting at $355

Apartment (PL Bam
426 E Wooster Large 1 bedroom
Avail Fall. 2006 S425 mo UtilS
Incl.
352 5882

p-----------«---«----^

Avail Aug. 15. 2006 1 bdrm apt
443 N Enterprise. 2 bdrm apt- 112
Ridge SI 686-4651.419 308-2458

For Rent
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
"Houses Avail 06-07 Next lo BGSU
5-6 bdrm 321 E Merry #C
3 bdrm 315 « 309 12 E Merry
2bdrm 304E CourtUp.326 Leroy Dn
Ap.ts.1 & 2 bdrm 316 & 311 E. Merry
• More see Cartyrentals.com or
call 419 353-0325 9am-9pm Also
Apts. & rms avail now. low as $199

Farm seed plant needs part time
student help. Spring & Fall. Farming
& seed processing 419-352-0068.
Gel Paid To Drrve A Brand New Car
Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive'
www treednverkey com

Available Augusl 15. 2006
The lollowing 3 bedroom houses
are in excellent condition
and all close to BGSU.
127 Georgia Ave.
718 Third St
226 E Merry
220 Dill SI
218 Dill St.
202 E. Merry
227 E Reed
606 Fifth St
Call 686-4651 or 419-308-2458
lor information.

1 bdrm apt. downtown BG. Nice.
small apt above a quiet business on
Wooster St. $250 neg 614-425
6387

Graduating or Do you simply need a
Roadmap lor Success Today?
A Simple Fun & Lucrative Business
Be Mentored by Wealthy Enlrepreneurs Call 866 823 1890 visit
www.markel2you.com

1 bdrm duplex, close to campus,
Excellent cond Aug 06-07 Pet allowed 239 Manville. $350 mo. 419352-9392.

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs fun
loving counselors 10 leach all aclivi
lies Great summer! Call 888 8448080. apply: cajripcedaiCQui

'2 mo. availm May. W/D. C/A. 1 12
- 4 bd'm 2 car garage.$1350
mo plus dep 419 836-7674 or 419360-6060.

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

fmimtm
6-9mil)
HKMt
IWlMhX.
»:■

m. :■:

Grad Senior Housing
Highland Management
Homestead/Liberty
1 and 2 bedrooms
12 month lease only
wwwJjghjgtilanglmgnjLCOm
419-354-6036
Quiet Tenants Desired

Full Year Lease

Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at

419-352-7691

L

(419)352-1150

A

Huge 4 bdrm & 4 living rooms. W/D
hookup, nice area, no pets. Avail.
August $775/mo 419-353-0326

PART TIME SEASONAL

POSITIONS
'.'I'
('■r-f'r-'r7f'':r:i)7.:'/'''TNl

The City Ot Bowling Green Parks and Recreation Oept
is seeking individuals to join its seasonal, summer
start in the following positions:
■rkS
'iinmw, iwuwiim Manager,
Concession Attendants, Aquatic Complex Assistant
Manager Swim Program Director Lifeguard, WSI
^L^L^Lw*- Pool Attendant. Ctieerieading Instructor.
Camp Supervisor. Special Events Specialist and Program
nduct Day Camps and Sports Camps

- ding* benefits
Hudinp.
111 There
;»! .vplyityou
' «(y<y8>*..
'-'iimumpavS5 25
1 till. InterMied
. .:*• ad application!")! .< available in the City tif
--,1.,-ielOepertmeni

304 N. Church St. Bowling Green OH, 434(2-2399.
(419) 154 6229 www bgobio org, email BGPersonneltfbtjotMe.onj
«e*i aaafcanar
■•at^atap ** a* r "-•DeaiatoV natxa a******** «»»<. Wo»> Ej

Mon-Fri

'"'

1

'■

■

ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
28
33
36
37
38
40
43
44
46

Burrowing mollusk
"The Beverly Hillbillies" co-star
One Astaire
Hindu deity
"Fernando" group
Cook with dry heat
Warning sign
Lahr or Lance
Oxidizes
Financial fantasy?
Gymnast Comaneci
Vegas intro
O-U link
Financial fantasy?
Play division
Marsh bird
Hawkins Dance
Stimulus
Scheming group
Adroit
Parcel out
Earty Coloradoans

48
49
53
54
55
59
64
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73

■•■

Small inlet
Financial fantasy?
Mule's sire
Homily topic
_ del Sol
Financial fantasy?
Domicile
Solemnly swear
Pisa's river
Leafy recess
Take a shine to
Type of estate?
Abates
Took off
Fabled archer

H

1

1

3 M

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office Open I02M-F
wwwi>9aP-8Urrenis,cprri
LG 2 BR FURN TOWNHOUSE.
VAULTED
CEILINGS.
SPIRAL
STAIRCASE. GARAGE. DWASH.
A/C CALL 352-1104
LOW RENT HOUSE
4 bdrm , 2 ba., A/C, W/D, DW $900
mo. May 06-07. 835 5th. Excellent
cond Pel allowed. 419-352-9392.

LG 2 BR FURN APT. CLEAN, QUIET, CLOSE, A/C. AVAIL 8/15/06.
CALL 352-1104.

Big. Spacious House.
$275 mo. ♦ utilities. 330-701-8575

MARTEN RENTALS
601 Third St., grad . 1 bdrm.
704 Filth St. 2 bdrm . turn
710 Seventh., 2 bdrm.. unlurn

Summer rmles needed. Fully lurn.
3 bdrms . 2 baths. Close to campus
$400 mo incl util. 419-262-1368.

Subleaser Needed

mature renters.
4-5 bdrm. house available May
Call for more inlo. 352-3445

Three Bedroom Houses
Available in August
232 Troup Ave
217 Clough St.
221 Leroy Ave.
226 Lehman Ave.
Call for a complete list
419-353-2787
K » K Properties
427 Clough St.

Seeking 1 additional lemale roommate. 3 bdrm, 15 bath, house on S
Summit, from 8/15/06-8/15/07. Rent
is; $350/month . utilities Call Krisli
tor details at 419-494-6911
Sublessor needed, move now. Rent
paid to March 15. Apt. on Clough
St. behind Myles Pizza. Call
Marcelo at 419-308-1044

'Swa-n

• Patio

•Water Ski

'Kayak

• Spacious kitchen

'Gymnastics

'Archery

• Pets welcome!

•Stver Jewelry

•Rocks

"English Ridmg

TJopes

Three Bedroom Houses lor Rent
12 mo. lease • starting May 06
453 S. Prospect A $690 ♦ util.
605 5th St A - $699 ♦ util.
609 5th St - $900 ♦ util
419-352-8917

Males and Females.

-FREE HEAT

■Copper Enamelng 'Art

VMSir* iQUAM
St

i

N

t

H f.yPS'lANf
1

1 ShoppnOr.
1 South Hun

Winlhrop Terrace Apartments.
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments.
419-352-9135.

•Bosketbol

•Pottery

•Field Hockey

"Office

I & 2 Bedroom Apartments

•And Mote!

Parking and laundry Focilities
Gas, Woter, S Smer paid.

June lo Augusl. Residential.
Enjoy our website.

The "Blue House" 616 P St.

Apply online.

I & 3 Bedroom Aportmenh

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

NOW LEASING 2006-2007

Georgetown Manor 800 P St.

TKIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls:

135 H. Church St.
3 Bedroom Home

teiONANYll

419-353-7715 t=J

wwYr.trieDlQkecame.com

FAMIIY OWNED & OPERATED

CONTACT IUCIE 419-354-9740

A! Brake Service ;

■

™EE Alignment check:
wrc*«»Lt»fTn»ucfa

""I

TS^r"*" !
•>■■—-——■,

l«OUf*fn»TO»TiWtM»VlCI ••MJIAMTUD

ALkgArfHtfTS ^^rjaffiSfl
INCLUOES
AND FACULTY
SAVE
AN EXTRA 10%
Find More Coupons w thetlreman.com

Management Inc.
wvyw.meccabq.com

KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS
LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability

ALIGNMENT | with Tire Rotation*;

• View pictures, map or locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.

• www.meccabg.com

NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007
Slop by office for listing!

Chassis Lab*

mm

FRK
FhiW HSB-Sfl•'
MTCWGfeMgM

__

1-800-997-4347

THE RINGER (PS-Ill
510710 920
FUN WITH DICK t JANE (PS-1115 20 7 20 9 30
YOURS MINE AND 0URS|PG|5 00 7 00 9 10
HARRY POTTER AND THE GOBLET OF
flRElN-11)
4 15 7.30
CHICKEN LITTLE I0I
510 7 10910
RUMOR HAS IT... (PS-Ill
5 20 7:209:30

2 5 OFF

Bl |

For Rent

•Sol

OIL CHANGE

I.

3H1NIM

For Rent

•Conoe

Tmt Same.

I

III

Heeri: Ham - 9»m Monday- Saturday
Delivery Ham 9pm Meaatiy - Saturday

PASTA & SUBS

•Tennis

MIIMI\> till (WHY Mi SM1V Hi SHOHMl.50
mHHVMMm All SEATS, AU.SHOWSH40

b j s ]i n ||i o i i v
i j 3G |i van|c voo
3 i o »s | |v dos | i :

-(tlitfiry aviilible-

• Private entrance

28
4»3i HI. ii

H | |

1432 E. Wooiler, BG

• Ground floor ranch

'\ •

1

V MS O 0 | | | N 1 S | S S V
■ | '1 N 1
MV3XVN

(419) 352-4663

All. STADIUM SEATING

WStdbm
6
T

10dXDVr3Hll

i s n HII a 3 BIN SHO
I •* v (j iiBv a H vW7 n v a
3 13 0 vBta • V ■iB'N * ~ 0^

<|o6INTl-RSTVn- DRIVF
l\il 15') Corner uf I--5 and Kt 2114

FnEEOOMLANDlD)
1:404:30 7:109:45
WHEN A STRANGER CALLS IP0-13I
100
3105:20 7 30940
BIG MOMMA'S HOUSE 2 (PS-Ill 145 700
NANNY MCPHEE iPOi
4:30 930
BROKEBACK MOUNTAINS 1004:00 7:009 55
DOOGAL(O)
100 3:05510 7:15920
MADEAS FAMILY REUNION (PS-Ill
145
4 30 7.00930
DATE M0VIE(P6-11|1 15 320525 7:309:35
EIGHT BELOWlPSI
1 304 15 7009:40
CURIOUS GEORGElG) 1.00 3 05 510 7 15920
THE PINK PANTHER (PCI I 45 4 30 7 00 9:30
FIREWALL(P0-11|
1:304.15 7:009:40
FINAL DESTINATION 3 |P|
100 3105:20
7 30950

1 1 3 iflo 3 1 jHS 3 S V 3
T V q dl3 ii i I|H d M O fl
-t M M VIM n A ■■•
u V

| | A U 3 1 iO

Teacn your favorite activity

partir* nr -.nitill Rn,u|».
i'wll for Information
2 Day Advance Ticket Sales

ANSWERS

K :J 1

On selected floor plans

(?M*»,iAr /2 423--4I4

Beverage samplers
Civil rights org.
Frontier scout Carson
Into two
Small racer
Lively outing
Having harmony
Coral formation
fixe
Bad
Witticism
Enthralled
Justice Fortas
Big constrictor

1SH |

Meet new (Mends! Travel!

MECHANICAL

BRAKES

■

"

'' "

From Only $475!

C

ANY Mechanical Repair i

*

■"

■■
I

45
47
50
51
52
56
57
58
60
61
62
63
64
65

.ii •006 EtO/A---

PIT STOP

CNfl

■ ■

1

'*
:

4-

Collars
Ill-humored
1969 Peter Fonda fltck
D-Day transport
UFO crew
Milliner's specialty
Mai _ cocktail
Bookstore sect.
Fraternity letter
Mythical bird
Pers. pension
Afghanistan's capital
Excellent, slangily
Old World lizard
Pepsi and Coke
Chat programs
Jane or John
NATO word
Luau souvenir

Summer in Maine

robJik it www.r*n

Thank Ymi Toledo y/Best Tire Stores ^ Most Trustworthy Auto Repair
for voting us.

TIRE SAVINGS!

■■

*'

9
10
11
12
13
21
22
26
27
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
39
41
42

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

ftCf. izt/rt/A. <'{{ -'>/<'

;-

M

■M

" 1

Great house.& location. 3 5 bdrm,
3 bath large yard., 2 car garage,
patio, AC, W/D. 353-7374.

For Rental Information:

;w.i

■■

■

Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management

Shuttle stop across the street
S5007month

'

For Rent

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A

I Bfdroomr1, SturJioApditmpnKnowdMiJdblp

«ij

Ornamental circlet
Female vampire
Change for the better
Praying _
Foxy lady
Biblical victim
Spanish river

8 Baby's toy

■

Female. Baoramaia Heeded Condo
Ashbury Hills, Furn. 3 bdrm. 2 bath.
2 car garage. W/D, dishwasher
$500/mo util. incl. Contact Hannah
(419)490-3922 grad students pre!

130 E Washington Street
419-354-6036
12 month lease only
Office Open 9-3 M-F
wyywiiiabiaadinanucQra
Quiet Tenants Desired

lvpoi.

1

41

"'

■

u

y/y/wMapsamanjs,cj)rTi

■. vhm you're
■! veafyet?

%

31

1

■■^

^1

'

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1

BG Apts-818 822 2nd St
2 BR Apts avail May or August
$490 t gas/elec 12 mo lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419 352-8917.

Dalhs

Stressed?!?!

1

^—W.

4 bdrm house available May '06
W/D. 2 full baths $1400 mo
419-787-7577.

black. 112k, runs strong. KKB $4240
asking $3500. OBO. 419-601-3242.

Camp Aldersgate hiring tor counsnlors. lifeguards, and other summer
lobs. Call Laura 866 627 4369

■

■■T

419-352 0590

I

resume" on the subject line. EOE.

'

" 1

■ '

1998 Sebring convemble V6 Black.

please call Teresa Ellis at (877) 879
0254 e»t 1234. or email her your in
terests and resume 10 leilis@bitters
weettarms.org Include "direct care

—
'•

■'

"■■

For Sale
1

1

3 4 bedroom available May.
$800 mo 640 S Summit St
419-308-9905.

p»..««>..-»»-«--------^

per hour slut:
md mat 90 days and 180 days II
you think ye

brought to you by

3 bdrm. house on N Prospect. Re
cently remodeled. W/D hookup,
new furnace, no pets. $675 mo. plus
util Call 419-354-6146 after 3pm.
3 bedroom house Close to campus
Available in August. New furnace S
air $675/monih 419-352-9378.

If&ySjfptoj

The Daily Crossword Fix

1 bedroom apartment Quiet location, close lo campus Available in
August $375<month 419 352 9378

1045 N. Mam Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

419.353 5800
info@meccalxj com

